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Introduction 

The affirmative answer, by Aubin [3] and Yau [77] , to Calabi's con
jecture on the existence and uniqueness of Einstein-Kahler metrics in the 
Ricci flat or negative case has many important consequences not only 
in differential geometry but also in algebraic geometry (see for instance 
Bourguignon et al. [17]). Their proofs fail, however, for compact com
plex connected manifolds M with positive first Chern class c1 ( M) > 0, 
and actually a couple of obstructions are known so far concerning the 
existence of such metrics. The purpose of this paper is to give a brief 
survey of the recent progress on the existence and uniqueness problem 
of Einstein-Kahler metrics for M as above. 

In 1957, Matsushima [63] obtained the reductiveness of the group 
Aut(N) of holomorphic automorphisms of compact connected Einstein
Kahler manifolds N with c1 ( N) > 0, by showing that the Lie alge
bra H 0 ( N, CJ(T N)) of holomorphic vector fields is a complexification of 
the Lie algebra of Killing vector fields on N. This, for instance, enabled 
Yau [76] to construct examples of compact Kahler manifolds with c1 > 0 
carrying no Einstein-Kahler metrics. In Section 1, we shall discuss these 
results together with Kobayashi's semistability of tangent bundle for 
compact Einstein-Kahler manifolds. 

Inspired by the result of Kazdan and Warner [42, 43] on Nirenberg's 
problem, Futaki [25] found another obstruction .F: H 0 (M, CJ(TM))-+ C 
in 1983. This in particular allowed him to construct an example of M 
with F -::f-0 which admits no Einstein-Kahler metrics but has reduc
tive Aut(M). A quick review of this Futaki's obstruction F will be given 
in Section 2, while we study another aspect of Fin Section 3 from a view
point of symplectic geometry, following Futaki [28] and Mabuchi [58]. In 
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particular, given a Kahler metric in the anticanonical class, the obstruc
tion :F is shown to represent the barycenter of the image of the associated 
moment map in terms of Duistermaat-Heckman's measure. 

A close relationship between the obstruction :F and the secondary 
characteristic classes were pointed out by Futaki and Morita [32], which 
leads to the explicit formula by Futaki [27] for the group lifting of the 
imaginary part of :F. On the other hand, by analogy with Atiyah
Donaldson's functional [22] effectively used in the study of Einstein
Hermitian metrics on stable vector bundles, Mabuchi [57] defined K
energy maps as a generalization of :F and obtained independently a 
similar lifting. We shall discuss these group liftings in Section 4. 

The uniqueness problem of Einstein-Kahler metrics was first treated 
by Berger [9] in 1965 for complex projective spaces. Later, Matsushima 
[64] obtained uniqueness up to biholomorphisms for all homogeneous M, 
i.e., for Kahler C-spaces. In 1985, Bando and Mabuchi [7] solved Aubin's 
one-parameter family of equations backwards by making essential use 
of the monotonicity of the K-energy map along the solutions, and then 
proved, for general M, the uniqueness of Einstein-Kahler metrics modulo 
the action of the identity component of Aut(M). A brief survey of this 
uniqueness result will be given in Section 5. 

The first non-homogeneous examples of compact Einstein-Kahler 
manifolds with positive first Chern class were constructed by Sakane 
[71], while Koiso and Sakane [48] showed that M admits an Einstein
Kahler metric if and only if :F = 0, when M belongs to a certain family 
of compactifications of C*-bundles over compact Einstein-Kahler man
ifolds. We shall discuss these existence results in Section 6. Another 
approach ( cf. Mabuchi [58]) to such results will also be given in Section 
3, and root-theoretic preliminaries for Section 6 are found in Appendix. 

Finally, Section 7 is devoted to a survey of recent existence results 
(Siu [73], Tian [74], Tian and Yau [75]) for Einstein-Kahler metrics in 
the case where M admits a suitable finite symmetry. Note in particular 
that such existence can be shown for (i) Fermat hypersurfaces of degree 
m or m+l in pm+1(C), and (ii) surfaces obtained by blowing up suitable 
r points in IP2 (C) with 3:::; r:::; 8. 
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§1. Matsushima's obstru.ction and Kobayashi's semistability 

Let M be a compact complex connected m-dimensional manifold 
endowed with a Kahler form w. We then write w in the form 

where (z1, z2, ... , zm) is a system of holomorphic local coordinates on M. 
Denote by I: Ra/3 dza ® dzt3 the Ricci tensor of the Kahler form w. Then 
the associated Ricci form 

satisfies Ric(w) = H88logdet(gaf3) and represents the de Rham co
homology class 2?rc1 (M)R. Define the corresponding scalar curvature 
a-( w) and Laplacian Q, by 

a-(w) := L gt3a Ra/3• 
a,{3 

- 82 
·- " {3a .- ~ 9 _a_a_a_/3=, 

a,{3 Z Z 

where (gi3a) is the inverse matrix of (9afj)· Let C 00 (M)R, C 00 (M)c be 
respectively the set of real, complex C 00 functions on M. Then C 00 ( M)c 
forms a complex Lie algebra in terms of the Poisson bracket 

[ l ·- L. f3a( 8v 8w 8v 8w ) v,w .- g ----- - --- --
8za Bz/3 Bz/3 8za a,{3 

v, w E C 00 (M)c, 

in such a way that HC 00 (M)R forms its real Lie subalgebra. To each 
v E C 00 (M)c, we associate a complex C 00 vector field gradw v on M, 
called the complex gradient of v, by 

L {3a 8v 8 
gradw v := g - 13- -8 . 

Bz za a,{3 
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Now, let G be the group Aut{M) of holomorphic automorphisms of M, 
and g the corresponding complex Lie algebra H 0 (M,O(TM)). More
over, denote by g the space of all v E C 00 {M)c such that gradw v is 
holomorphic. We here recall the more or less classical fact that g forms 
a complex Lie subalgebra of C 00 {M)c such that 

Y: 9 - g, v 1-----+ Y(v) := - gradw v, 

is a complex Lie algebra homomorphism {see for instance [59]). For each 
X E g, define the corresponding real vector field XR by 

XR:=X+X. 

Let J be the complex structure of M, and put 9real := {XR; X E g}. 
Then by sending each X E g to XR E 9real, we have the complex Lie 
algebra isomorphism 

{1.1) {g, J=T) ~ {9real, J), 

such that its inverse is given by 

XE g. 

For every p-form </J on M, let X • </J, XR · </J be respectively the Lie 
derivative (do ix+ ix o d)</J, (do ix 1111 + ixa o d)</J of </J with respect to 
X, XR, Then 

{1.2) Y(v)R · w = -2H88(Re v), VE fl, 

where Rev E C 00 {M)R denotes the real part ½( v + v) of v. Let t be the 
space of Killing vector fields ( or equivalently infinitesimal isometries) on 
our Kahler manifold M. Then via the identification {1.1), we always 
regard t as a real Lie subalgebra of g by 

{1.3) t = {X E g; XR · w = O}. 

Moreover, let K be the corresponding compact Lie subgroup of G con
sisting of all holomorphic isometries on M. 

We now consider the operator Lw: C 00 (M)c -4 C 00 (M)c of Lich
nerowicz [53] defined by 

Lwv := (Q,) 2v + ( A88v, Ric(w)) + (8v, 8cr(w)), V E C 00 {M)c, 

where (, ) : {p-forms on M} x {p-forms on M} - C 00 {M)c, p = 0, 1, 
... , m, denote the natural Hermitian pairings induced from the Kahler 
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form w. Then for v1 , v2 E C 00 (M)c, the L 2 inner product of 8(Y(v1 )), 

8(Y( v2)) in terms of w is 

(see for instance Calabi [18; p.101]), and therefore 

g = KercLw := {v E C00 (M)c; Lwv = 0}. 

Assume now that the first Betti number b1 ( M) of M is zero, where 
by the Kodaira vanishing theorem, this is satisfied for instance if c1 ( M) 
is positive. Assume further that the cohomology class (27r)-1 [w] repre
sented by (21r)- 1w is integral. Then we have a holomorphic line bundle 
L over M and a Hermitian (fibre) metric ho for L such that the first 
Chern form c1 (L,h 0 ) of L with respect to ho coincides with (21r)- 1w. 
We shall here study the Lie algebra homomorphism Y- First, observe 
that Ker Y = C. Moreover, 

Lemma 1.4 (see for instance [55]). Y: g-+ g is surjective. 

Proof. For every X = "E, a°'8/8z°' E H 0 (M, O(TM)), we put ¢> := 

-"E, 9a/3a°'dzi3 E C 00 (M)c. Then it is easily checked that 8¢> = 0. Since 
b1 (M) = 0 implies H 1(M,O) = {O}, we now conclude that¢>= 8v, i.e., 
X = - gradw v = Y(v) for some v E C00 (M)c, as required. Q.E.D. 

It now looks quite tempting to define a good splitting of this C-linear 
map Y: g -+ g. As to this, we actually have a very natural complex Lie 
algebra homomorphism 

(1.5) u: g-+ 9, 

satisfying Y( ux) = X for all X E g (so that u is injective). To define 
this, we here adopt a rather conceptual and classical approach as in 
[59], where for our most concerned case L = Ki,,/, Futaki's original 
characterization of u x in terms of differential equations will be given 
later (see 3.1). Assume therefore the action of G = Aut(M) on M lifts 
to a holomorphic bundle G-action on L. (If L = Kiil, we naturally have 
such a lifting.) Then the set 1i of all Hermitian metrics for L admits a 
right G-action by 

1i X G-+ 'Ji, (h,g) I--+ g*h, 
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where (g* h )( e, l) = h(g · e, g · l) for all l E L. This now induces the 
corresponding Lie differentiation 

Xi;i · h := ~ I (exp(tXi;i))*h, 
ut t=O 

(X,h) E g x ?{. 

Setting further 

1 x · h := 2(Xi;i. h - FilXi;i. h), 

we can now define u x by 

Ux = ho1(X. ho), XE g, 

where it is easily verified that ux has all the required properties (see 
[59]). Note that our ux is closely related to Futaki's obstruction via 
the associated moment map (see [29], [59]). Now for simplicity, denote 
by u 9 and Ut the image of g and e, respectively, under the mapping: 
g 3 X r-+ ux E g. Moreover, we use the following fact in algebraic 
geometry: By c1 (L) > O, there exists a positive integer r such that L®r 
is very ample. Since the G-action on L naturally induces a G-action 
on V := H 0 (M, L®r), the group G is regarded as a closed algebraic 
subgroup (defined over C) of Aut(P(V*)) (= PGL(n, C)), where n = 
dime V and P(V*) = (V* - {O} )/C*. 

We now assume that our Kahler form w is in the de Rham co
homology class 21rc1(M)i;i, and let Kerc(Q, + 1), Kerii;i(Q, + 1) be 
respectively the space of all v in G00 (M)c, ./=IG 00 (M)i;i such that 
(Q, + l)v = 0. Then the well-known Matsushima's theorem [63] on 
Einstein- Kahler metrics can be stated as follows: 

Theorem 1.6. If Ric(w) = w, then u 9 = Kerc(Q, + 1) and 
Ut = Kerii;i(Q, + 1). 

Proof. By Ric( w) = w, we have u( w) = m, and the operator Lw of 
Lichnerowicz is written as 

Then g ( = Kere Lw) is nothing but the space of all v E 0 00 ( M)c such 
that (Q, + l)v is constant on M. Hence 

dimc{Kerc(Q, + 1)} = dimc(Kere Lw) - 1 = dime g = dime u 9 • 
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On the other hand, wm is naturally regarded as the Hermitian metric 
ho for Ki/ such that c1(Ki),ho) = (21r)- 1w. Therefore 

JM (Q, + l)ux Wm= JM ux wm = JM {(X · h0)/h 0}wm 

= JM X ·Wm= JM d(ixwm) = 0 

for all XE g. Thus, u 9 c Kerc(Q, + 1), and by comparing dimensions 
in this inclusion, we obtain u9 = Kerc(Q, + 1). Now, let X E g. Then 
by ux E Kerc(Q, + 1), 

On the other hand, from (1.2) and (1.5), we obtain: 

Hence by (1.3), X E t if and only if Re ux = 0. This together with 
u 9 = Kerc(Q, + 1) implies ue = KeriR(Q, + 1), as required. Q.E.D. 

Since Kerc(Q, + 1) is a complexification of KeriR(Q, + 1), the 
complex Lie algebra isomorphism 

allows us to regard g as a complexification oft in Theorem 1.6. Thus, 
we immediately obtain: 

Corollary 1. 7. If a compact complex connected manifold with pos
itive first Chern class admits an Einstein-Kahler metric, then the full 
group of its holomorphic automorphisms is a reductive algebraic group 
( defined over C). 

Note that a linear algebraic group defined over C is called reductive 
if its unipotent radical is trivial. The reductiveness of such a group is 
characterized by the complete reducibility of its representations and is 
slightly stronger than the reductiveness of the corresponding Lie alge
bra. For instance, the additive group Ga ( = C as complex Lie group) 
is not reductive as algebraic group but has a reductive Lie algebra. We 
next observe that several generalizations of this Matsushima's reduc
tiveness theorem are known. For instance, Lichnerowicz [54] extended 
this result to compact Kahler manifolds of constant scalar curvature, 
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where Calabi [18] further generalized it to extremal Kahler case. Re
cent Salamon's study [72] of quaternionic Kahler manifolds enables us 
to seek a quaternionic analogue of the reductiveness theorem ( cf. [69]). 
Moreover, one can easily check that both 1.6 and 1. 7 are valid also for 
compact connected Einstein-Kahler orbifolds. 

Example 1.8. We here explain an example of a compact complex 
surface S, with c1 (S) > 0, whose holomorphic automorphism group 
Aut(S) is not reductive (cf. Yau [76]; see also [37], [38], [70]). Let S be 
the surface obtained by blowing up a point p of the complex projective 
plane P 2 (C). Then, clearly c1(S) > 0, and since we may assume p = (1: 
0 : 0) without loss of generality, the group Aut(S) is identified with the 
isotropy subgroup of PGL(3, C) at (1 : 0 : 0): 

Aut(S) ~ { 9 = (9ii )i~i,j~3 E PGL(3, C); 921 = 931 = 0 }. 

Hence Aut(S) is not reductive, because the right-hand side in the above 
has the non-trivial unipotent radical 

{9 = (9;i) E PGL(3, C); 9ij = bij for i =/:-1} ~ G!(= C2 ). 

Recall that a Hermitian symmetric space of compact type decom
poses into a product of irreducible ones. We shall now show that a 
similar decomposition is true also for Einstein-Kahler manifolds with 
positive first Chern class. Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle of 
rank rk(E) over an m-dimensional compact connected Kahler manifold 
(M,w), where w is the Kahler form on M. Then Eis said to be w-stable 
(in the sense of Mumford-Takemoto) if the following inequality holds for 
all coherent subsheaves S of O(E) with O < rk(S) < rk(E): 

JMc1(S)/\.wrn-l JMc1(E)/\.wm-l 
rk( S) < rk( E) 

Now, the semistability theorem of Kobayashi [46] and Liibke [56] asserts 
that, if E admits an Einstein-Hermitian metric, then E is a direct sum 
of holonomy-irreducible stable vector bundles. On the other hand, a 
theorem of Kobayashi [44] (together with Yau's affirmative solution [77] 
of Calabi's conjecture) shows that M is simply connected if c1 ( M) > 
0. Hence, the de Rham decomposition for Kahler manifolds (see for 
instance [47]) is interpreted as follows: 
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Theorem 1.9. Let (M,w) be an Einstein-Kahler manifold with 
c1 (M) > 0. Then there exist simply connected Einstein-Kahler mani
folds (M;,w;), 1 ~ i ~ r, with c1 (M;) > 0 such that 

(1) M = M1 X ... X Mr; 
(2) each TM; is w;-stable; 
(3) w = ~i=l pr:(w;), 

where pr i: M ( = M1 x ... x Mr) _, M; denotes the natural projection to 
the i-th factor. 

§2. Futaki's obstruction F 

In this section, we retain the notation of §1. The covariant and 
contravariant derivatives are respectively denoted by lower and upper 
indices after a comma, and we assume the summation convention if 
there is no fear of confusion. For instance, if X = ~ xa.a / aza. is a 
holomorphic vector field, then 

xa.,fJ = o. 

The Ricci identity is expressible as 

for a 1-form ~ ~a.dza.. Recall also that, for any smooth function u, we 
have the commutation relations: u,a./3 = u,f3a. and u,a.{3 = u,(:Ja.. Now, we 
begin with the following well-known fact (see [35] for a proof). 

Lemma 2.1. On a compact Kahler manifold, if (T is a real exact 
smooth (p,p)-form, there is a real smooth (p - 1,p - 1)-form r, unique 
up to a 8{}-closed form, such that 

(T = A aa r. 

Let M be an m-dimensional compact complex connected manifold, 
and let JC be the set of all C 00 Kahler forms which represent 21rc1 ( M)lfi!. 
Take an w E JC. Since the Ricci form Ric( w) represents 21rc1 ( M)lli!, the 
(1,1)-form Ric(w) - w is exact. By Lemma 2.1, there is a real-valued 
smooth function fw, unique up to an additive constant, such that 

Ric(w) - w = A 8{) fw-
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Therefore w is an Einstein-Kahler form if and only if f w is constant. We 
now define a linear functional :F : H 0 ( M, 0 (TM)) ( = g) ---> C: by 

(m+l)Ff r m 
:F(X) = (21r)m+l } M (Xfw) W . 

Theorem 2.2 (Futaki [25]). The functional :F does not depend 
on the choice of w E JC. In particular :F depends only on the complex 
structure of M, and is invariant under the coadjoint action of G ( = 
Aut(M) ); this implies that :F is a complex Lie algebra homomorphism 
of g into C If M admits an Einstein-Kahler metric, then :F = 0. 

Proof. If we take w0 and w1 in JC, there is¢ E C 00 (M)1R such that 
w1 = wo + Ff 88 ¢. Put Wt= wo +tFf 88¢, 0 :St :S 1, and let :Ft be 
the corresponding family of functionals obtained from :F by substituting 
Wt for w. It is then sufficient to show 

O:St:Sl. 

For the time being, denote f w, by ft for simplicity. Since 

Ff 88 ft= Ric(wt) -Wt= -Ff 88 (log~ - /o + t¢), 

we may assume 
Wm 

ft = fo - t<p - log _t __ Wo 
From now on, Wt and ft are written as w and f for notational conve
nience, and the covariant derivatives are taken with respect to the Kahler 
form Wt- Moreover by the symbol ~, we denote the congruence modulo 
divergence terms. Then for X E g, 

The Ricci identity together with X 1 ,(3 = 0 yields 

- X(0¢ + ¢) = - X1 (ia<l>,a.(3, + </>n) 

= - X1 (ia(<P,a,{3 + Ra\(3 ¢,Ii) + </J,,) 
,.__, X 1 R1 6 ¢,li - X'¢n, 
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while the identities X 7 ,fJ = 0 and RafJ - 9afJ = f,afJ imply 

(X !) G/> = X 7 /, 7 gf3a¢,a[J,..., - X 7 f ,7fJ gf3a¢,a 

= - X 7 R-y a<P,a + x-r <P,a. 
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Thus - X (D¢ + ¢) + X f D¢ is of divergence form, and its integration 
with the volume form wm vanishes by the divergence theorem. Thus the 
functional :F does not depend on the choice of w E K. This implies that 
:F depends only on the complex structure of M. Furthermore, for a E G, 

in view of 

Ric(a*w) - a*w = a* Ric(w) - a*(w) = F'[88 a* f. 

In particular :F([X, Y]) = 0 for all X, Y E g, from which it follows that 
:F is a Lie algebra homomorphism into C. If M admits an Einstein
Kahler form w E K, then we have :F = 0 by f w = 0. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2.2 was obtained as a generalization of the integrability 
condition of Kazdan and Warner for Nirenberg's problem (see [42], [43], 
[41]). Bourguignon [16] also generalized the condition of Kazdan and 
Warner to obtain various conservation laws in conformal geometry. 

We can see that :F belongs to the intersection of two families of 
invariants. The one is the family of Kiihlerian invariants ([5], [18], [26]), 
and the other is the family of invariants for compact complex manifolds 
([31]). To explain the first, let M be a compact Kahler manifold with 
Kahler class n, where we mean by Kahler class the de Rham cohomology 
class of the Kahler form. Let Kn be the space of all Kahler forms in n. 
Choosing any Kahler form w in Kn, let Ck ( w) and H ck ( w) be respectively 
the k-th Chern form and its harmonic part. By Lemma 2.1, there is a 
real smooth (k - 1, k - 1)-form fk such that 

We define a linear functional :Fk : g-+ C by 
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where Lx denotes the complex Lie differentiation ix o d +do ix with 
respect to the holomorphic vector field X E g. We emphasize that, in 
this definition, it is not necessary to assume c1 (M) > 0. 

Theorem 2.3. :Fk is independent of the choice of w in JCr,.. In 
particular, :Fk is invariant under the coadjoint action of the subgroup 
Gr,. of G consisting of all automorphisms which preserve n. If M admits 
w E Ko such that ck(w) = Hck(w), then :Fk = 0. 

Theorem 2.3 is due to Bando [5] and is proven in the same way as 
in Theorem 2.2. Note that :Fk is an invariant of (M, fl); more precisely 
:Fk varies as n does. If c1(M) > O, we may taken to be 21rc1(M)IR, and 
the case where k = l recovers Theorem 2.2. The following interesting 
example is due to Calabi [18]. 

Example 2.4. Let M be the rational surface obtained from the 
complex projective plane by blowing up three noncollinear points, say 
(1 : 0 : 0), (0 : 1 : 0) and (0 : 0 : 1 ). The identity component G0 of 
G = Aut(M) is isomorphic to the subgroup of PGL(3, C) consisting of all 
elements represented by the diagonal matrices, and thus g is isomorphic 
to the corresponding Lie subalgebra ~ s((3, C). G also contains the 
symmetric group 6 3 of degree 3, as a subgroup, which acts on M by 
the permutations of the three exceptional curves and descends to the 
permutations of the three coordinates of the projective plane. If we take 
n = 21rc1(M)1R, then n is preserved by G, and in particular by 63, so 
that we see :F = 0 by the invariance of :F under the coadjoint action of 
G. On the other hand if n i 21rc1(M)IR, Go can be smaller than G. 
Actually, Calabi showed that, for some positive class n, one has :F1 i 0. 

To explain the second family let M be again a compact complex 
manifold with c1(M) > 0. The Calabi-Yau theorem [77] says that, given 
a real (1,1)-form w E JC representing 21rc1(M)IR, we have a unique Kahler 
form r, E JC such that 

w = Ric(77). 

We shall rewrite :Fin terms of 77. Then we have 

A 88 fw = Ric(w) - Ric(77) = - A 88 log 

so that we may assume 
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We therefore obtain 

:F(X)=-(m+l)A r X(l Wm) m 
(27r)m+l }M og 1/m W 

=-(m+1)A f xtm)11= 
(27r)m+l }M 1/m 

(m+l)A rd. (X)Ri( )m 
(27r)m+l JM lV'l ·c 1/ ' 

where div,,(X) denotes the complex divergence (X · 17m)/rr of X with 
respect to the Kahler form 1/, and the last identity is obtained by inte
gration by parts ( cf. [32]). 

Remark 2.5. In §1, the complex divergence div,,(X) with respect 
to 1/ was denoted by ux. The above computation shows that 

(m+1)A f m 

:F(X) = (27r)m+l jM Ux W . 

We notice at this stage that, for definition of :F, we need to assume 
neither that c1 ( M) is positive nor that M is Kahlerian. Let M be a 
compact complex manifold and take a Hermitian metric g for M. Let 'v 
be the Hermitian connection for TM induced by the Hermitian metric 
g and let Lx be the Lie differentiation for vector fields with respect to 
XE 9, i.e., Lx(Y) = [X, Y]. We then define :F by 

(m+1)A f . . 
(2.6) F(X) = (27r)m+l }M d1v(X) R1c(g)m 

where 

div(X) = Tr C(X), C(X) = 'v x - Lx, 

Ric(g) = -A{)[) log det(g). 

One can now verify that :F defined by (2.6) is independent of the choice 
of the Hermitian metric g. Viewing TM as a holomorphic vector bundle, 
we denote by 0 the curvature form for 'v on TM. Then (2.6) is rewritten 
as 

:F(X) = ( ~) m+l JM(m + 1) (Tr C(X)) (Tr0)m. 
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More generally, let </J be a GL( m, C)-invariant symmetric polynomial of 
degree m + k, and define 

F¢(X) = !M </J(C(X) + 0). 

It can be proven in the same way as in Theorem 2.2 that :F4> is indepen
dent of the choice of the Hermitian metric g. We can therefore regard 
:F4> as a G-invariant polynomial. The case where </J = c;."+1 reduces to 
the original :F. 

We now notice that :F4> was already in the proof of the localization 
formula for Chern numbers due to Bott [12]. By the same arguments 
as in [12], one can also give a localization formula for :F4>(X) in terms 
of the zero set of X. In view of these facts, the close relation of :F 
with the Chern-Simons invariants and the equivariant cohomology was 
observed in [31]. Almost at the same period, the invariant polynomial 
:F4> was extensively studied, mainly for real manifolds, in the context of 
symplectic geometry (see Atiyah and Bott [2], Berline and Vergne [10], 
Duistermaat and Heckman [23]), which led us to make further studies 
of :F from wider viewpoints (cf. [32], [58], [59] and §3). 

For localization, assume that the zero set Zero(X) of X consists of 
complex submanifolds Z>,,, .XE A, of M. Let v(Z>..) be the normal bundle 
of Z>,, in M. Then the restriction of C(X) to Z>,, induces a holomorphic 
section L>,,(X) of the endomorphism bundle of v(Z>..), which represents 
nothing but the infinitesimal isotropy action of X on v(Z>..)-The formula 
of Bott in our case can be stated as follows (see [31], [29]): 

Theorem 2.7. If £>,,(X) E GL(v(Z>..)q) for all q E Zero(X), then 
we have 

where '¥>,, denotes the curvature form of v(Z>..) with respect to the Her
mitian metric induced by the metric g. 

We shall now give examples of how to compute :F. Let n 1 and n 2 be 
positive integers, and Li be the tautological line bundle 0( -1) over the 
complex projective space pn, ( C) of dimension n; for i = 1, 2. Denote 
by Pi : pn 1 (C) X pn 2 (C) -+ pn•(C) the projection to the i-th factor. 
Let M be the total space P(E) of the projective bundle pr: P(E) -+ N 
associated with the 2-plane bundle 
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Then the proper surjective holomorphic map pr : M -+ N induces the 
Lie algebra homomorphism pr*: g-+ g', where g := H 0 (M,O(TM)) 
and g' := H 0 (N, O(TN)). We can then express G0 := Aut 0 (M) in the 
following form (see [71] for a proof): 

Proposition 2.8. Let M, g, g' be as above. Then c1 (M) > 0. 
Furthermore, G0 ~ PGL(n 1 +1, C) x PGL(n 2 + 1, C) x C*. In partiwlar, 
g splits into a direct sum of Lie subalgebras 

(2.8.1) g = .s[(n1 + 1, C) EB .s[(n2 + 1, C) EB C, 

where the direct summand C stands for the kernel of pr* : g -+ g'. 

By 2.8 above, M satisfies Matsushima's necessary condition for the 
existence of Einstein-Kahler metrics ( cf. § 1). To write explicitly a gen
erator for C in (2.8.1), we choose local coordinates on M as follows. 
Let z = ( zo : · · · : Zn,) and w = ( Wo : · · · : Wn2 ) be respectively the 
systems of homogeneous coordinates for pni ( C) and pn• ( C). Consider 
the open sets U1 = {zo =I-0} in pn 1 (C) and U2 = {wo =I-0} in pn•(C). 
Moreover, consider meromorphic sections o-1, o-2 for L1, L2 having nei
ther zeroes nor'poles on U1 , U2 respectively. Note that, when restricted 
to U1 x U2, our M is isomorphic to U1 x U2 x P 1(C). We then have 
homogeneous coordinates ( 6 : 6) on the third factor P 1 ( C) such that 
6 pio-1 (z, w) + (2 p2cr2(z, w) on E projects down to (z, w, (6 : 6)) E M 
for all (z, w) E U1 x U2 • Now, on the open subset V = {6 =I-0} of P 1 (C), 
choose the inhomogeneous coordinate ( = 6 / 6. Then on U1 x U2 x V, 
a C-base X for the Lie algebra C in (2.8.1) is written in the form 

Proposition 2.9. If n 1 = n 2 , then :F = 0. 

Proof. Since :F vanishes on [g, g] = .s[(n1 + 1, C) EB .s[(n2 + 1, C), 
it follows that :F = 0 if and only if :F(X) = 0 for X as above. Let 
n := n 1 = n 2 • We can then define an automorphism a E G by 

a(z, w, ((1: 6)) = ( w, z, ((2: 6)) 

in terms of the coordinates above. In view of the G-invariance of :F, 
we have :F(X) = :F(a.(X)) = -:F(X), and therefore :F(X) = 0, as 
required. Q.E.D. 

Proposition 2.10. If n 1 = 1 and n 2 = 2, then :F =I-0. 
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Proof. 

(1) 
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By setting r, = (- 1 , we have 

R a a 
-X=-(-=r,-

2ff /J( /Jr,' 

so that the zero set of X consist of two connected components 

Zo = { r, = 0} = { 6 = 0} ~ P 1 x P 2 , 

Z ex:, = { ( = 0} = { 6 = 0} ~ pl X P 2 . 

Hence by (1), 

R -£.x(X) = ±1 
2ff 

as an endomorphism of v(Z.x), where the plus or minus sign is respec
tively taken according as ,\ = 0 or oo. Furthermore, the normal bundles 
v(Zo) and 11(Z00 ) are given by 

(2) v(Zo) = Lo = 11(Z00 )- 1 , 

where L 0 := Pi L 1 Q9 p2L 2- 1 . Let a and b be respectively the positive 
generators for H 2 (P1; l) and H 2 (P2 ; l). Then 

Clearly, by (2), the cohomology class represented by v(Z.x) is pia - p2b 
if,\= 0, and is p2b - pia if,\= -oo (cf. Theorem 2.7). Moreover, 

R 
~ Tr(£(X) + 0)1z" 

represents the cohomology class 

which is 1 + 3pia + 2p2b or -1 + pia + 4p2b, according as,\= 0 or oo. 
Now by applying Theorem 2.7, we conclude that 

F(X) = ((1 + 3pia + 2p2b)4 + (-1 + pia + 4p2b)4 ) [P1 x P2 ] 

l+pia-p 2b -l-pia+p 2b 

= 400 f. 0. 
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§3. Symplectic geometry and the character :F 

Let M be a compact complex connected manifold with c1 (M) > 0. 
Throughout this section, we fix a Kahler form w representing 27rc1 (M)iR, 
Let us keep the same notation as in the previous sections except that 
we write 0., ( cf. §1) and f w ( cf. §2) simply as / and D respectively. 
Let P1 : C00 (M)c--> C00 (M)c be the second order differential operator 
defined by 

~ {3a 8/ 8v 
P1 v := Dv + ~ g {}za {}zf3 = Dv - Y(v)f. 

a,{3 

Consider the Hermitian inner product «,»with respect to the weighted 
volume form ef wm: 

<< u, V » = JM UV efwm, u, V E C00 (M)c, 

Then the operator P1 is selfadjoint with respect to «, », and the eigen
values of Pf are all nonpositive real numbers, since 

(3.1.1) 

We now put {u,v} := (8{(Pf + l)u},8v)w + (8Y(u), 8Y(v))w. Then 
integration by parts together with the Ricci identity yields 

(3.1.2) JM {u,v} efwm = 0, u, v E C00 (M)c. 

Recall, by definition, we have g = H 0 (M, O(T M)). As a corollary of 
the formula (3.1.2), it follows that: 

Proposition 3.1 ([28], [31]}. Let -A 1 be the first nonzero eigen
value of Pf. Then A1 ~ 1. Furthermore, by sending v E Kerc(Pf + 1) 
to Y(v) (cf. §1), we have an isomorphism Kerc(Pf + 1) ~ g. 

Proof. Let 0-/- v E C00 (M)c be such that P1 v + A1 v = 0. Then 
by setting u = v in (3.1.2), we obtain 

which implies A1 ~ 1 and moreover, for A1 = 1, the vector field Y(v) is 
holomorphic. Since (Pf+ l)(v+ C)- (Pf+ l)v = C-/- 0 for 0-/- CE C, 
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the mapping Kerc(P 1 + 1) 3 v i--, Y(v) E g is injective. To show 
the surjectiveness of this mapping, we take an arbitrary holomorphic 
vector field X E g. Then by Lemma 1.4, X is written as Y( u) for some 
u E C00 (M)c. Since 8Y(u) = 0, the formula (3.1.2) shows that 

for all v E C00 (M)c. By setting v = (Pf+ l)u, we now conclude that 
u E Kerc(Pf + 1), as required. Q.E.D. 

Remark 3.2. In 3.1 above, if we express X E gas Y( u) for some 
u E Kerc(Pf + 1), the function u coincides with ux in §1. In fact, from 
Y( u) = Y( u x) = X, we see that u - u x is constant. By Remark 2.5 
together with Proposition 3.4 below, we also have 

Hence u = ux (cf. [59]). Moreover, if (M, w) is an Einstein-Kahler 
manifold, then we have Pf = D by f = 0. Therefore, the identity u 9 = 
Kerc(Q, + 1) in Theorem 1.6 follows from 3.1, and ut = Ker;!R(Q, + 1) 
can be obtained similarly. 

Suppose now that a compact Lie group H acts as holomorphic isome
tries on our Kahler manifold ( M, w). Let fJ be the Lie algebra of H, and 
let e be the space of Killing vector fields on (M, w). Then by (1.3), we 
have fJ c e c g. Therefore, we always regard fJ as a real Lie subalgebra 
of g = H 0 (M,O(TM)). Now, by 3.1 and 3.2 above, every XE fJ is 
written as Y(ux), with ux E Kerc(P 1 + 1). It is well-known that, by 
Y(ux) Ee, the real part of ux is constant (see for instance [29; p.37]). 
In view of 

JM Ux e1 wm = - « Pf ux, 1 » = 0 (cf. (3.1.1)), 

the function u x is purely imaginary. We now define µ : M ------, fJ*. by 

As in §1, put XIR := X + X. Thenµ satisfies 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

d <µ, X > = i(X!R) w, 

µ o (f = Ad(C!- 1 )* µ, 

(p,X) EM x fJ. 

XE fJ, 
Cf EH. 
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In symplectic geometry, a map µ : M ------+ I)* satisfying (3.3) and (3.4) is 
called a moment map for the action of H on M. We can characterize 
our µ by the differential equation 

P1 µ + µ = 0. 

We now endow !J* with the push-forward (µ).(wm) byµ of the Liouville 
measure wrn on M (see [23]). 

Proposition 3.5 ([29], [59]). The character :F vanishes if and 
only if the barycenter jl of the image of the moment map µ lies at 0. 

Proof. Let X = Y(ux) EI). Since (P1 + l)ux = 0, we have 

A< jl, X >= AJM < µ, X > (µ).(wm) = JMuXwm 

= - /1'/Dux - Xf) Wm= - J=T (27rr+l (m + 1)- 1 :F(X). 

Remark 3.6. An m-dimensional compact complex manifold with 
c1 > 0 and with an almost-homogeneous holomorphic (C*)m-action is 
called a toric Fano manifold. · As noted in Mabuchi [58], geometric ques
tions of Einstein-Kahler metrics on such manifolds can be reformulated 
in terms of the geometry of convex bodies, since the image of the cor
responding moment maps are convex polytopes in Rm. For instance, 
in [58], Proposition 3.5 is stated as the coincidence of :F and jl up to 
constant multiple. Similarly, [58] provides another proof, from the view
points of symplectic geometry, for the result of Koiso and Sakane [48] 
on the existence of Einstein-Kahler metrics. 

Though the result of Koiso and Sakane will be explained in §6 in 
detail, we shall here discuss their result, as an introduction to that sec
tion, from the viewpoints of symplectic geometry following [58]; see also 
[29] in which Mabuchi's proof is treated in the setup of this section. We 
shall also review the results in [28]. 

For the coadjoint action of H on !J*, let He be the isotropy subgroup 
of Hat c E !J*. By (3.4), He leaves µ- 1(c) invariant as a set. We now 
suppose that c E !J* is a regular value of µ, and that He acts freely 
on µ- 1(c). It is well-known that Mc := µ- 1(c)/ He inherits a unique 
Kahlerian structure described as follows. Let 1l"c: µ- 1 (c)------+ Mc be the 
natural projection and tc : µ- 1(c) <-+ M the inclusion. The complex 
structure of Mc is induced by the J-invariant distribution V C Tµ- 1(c) 
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obtained as the orthogonal complements of the tangents of the He-orbits. 
Endow Mc with the Kahler form We defined by 

(Mc, we) is called the symplectic quotient (Marsden and Weinstein [61]; 
see also [36]). Note that c defines naturally a left-invariant 1-form on 
He. Hence, via the identification of He with each He-orbit in µ- 1 (c), 
we can regard c as a 1-form on µ- 1 (c) by setting < c, Y >= 0 for all 
vectors Y in V. We then have (see [29; p.112] for a proof): 

Lemma 3.7 (cf. [23], [28], [58]). 

Applying this formula to c = 0, we obtain 

Rlc( w0 ) = wo + exact form, 

since 1r c is surjective. Therefore, c1 (Mo) is represented by the positive 
definite (1, 1)-form w0 • In particular, 

Theorem 3.8 ([28]). c1(Mo) > 0. 

We shall now give examples of Theorem 3.8. 

Example 3.9 ([28]). (1) Let M be (IP1)3 = IP1(C)xP 1(C)xlP 1(C) 
and let H = 8 1 = { er-I fl; 0 E R} which acts diagonally on (P 1 ) 3 by a 
common action 81 x IP1(C) 3 (z0 : z1) 1-+ (z0 : ev'-lflz 1) E IP1(C). Then 
the corresponding moment map µ : (IP1 ) 3 - f)* ~ R is given by 

µ( (zo: z1), (wo: wi), (v0 : vi)) 

lzol2 - lz1I2 lwol2 - lw1I2 lvol2 - lv1I2 = ~.,...----,--+ ~-'-------'- + ~.,...---~. 
lzol2 + lz1I2 lwol2 + lw1l2 lvol2 + lv1I2 

The symplectic quotient (M0,w 0 ) in this case is the complex projective 
space IP2 (C) with three non-collinear points blown up. If we take M = 
(IP1 ) 5 and K = SO(3), then the symplectic quotient (M0 ,w0 ) is the 
manifold obtained from IP2 ( C) by blowing up at 4 points in general 
position. 

Suppose for the rest of this chapter that H = 8 1 = { er-I fl; 0 E R }. 
Then the complexification He = C* = { z = rev-I fl; r > 0, 0 E R} 
acts naturally on M. We now put X = 21rA a;az so that exp X = 
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idM. The corresponding real vector field XIR is 21r8 / 80 E fJ, and via 
the identification of X with XR, we can regard X as an element of fJ. 
Note that d0 E fJ* defines a connection form on the S1-bundle µ- 1 (c) 
over Mc, Moreover, we identify fJ* with IR by sending t E IR to c:= 
(21r)- 1td0 E fJ*. We assume further that the interior int(I) = (a,b) of 
the image I = [a, b] C IR of M under the mapping µ consists of regular 
values ofµ. Then Mc, c E int(I), are mutually biholomorphic and the 
S1-bundles µ- 1 (c) - Mc, c E int(J), are all isomorphic. By I:, we 
denote the S1-bundle: µ- 1 (0) - M 0 • Integration along fibres together 
with 3. 7 yields the following. 

Theorem 3.10 ([58], [48], [71]). 

F(X) = m(m + 1) lb t ( C1 (Mo) + t c1 (~) )rn-l [Mo] dt. 

We are now in a position to explain the theorem of Koiso and Sakane. 
For the sake of simplicity, we only state this theorem in the following 
restricted situation ( see §6 for treatments in more general setup). Let L 
be a holomorphic line bundle over an Einstein-Kahler manifold (Mo, w0 ). 

We assume that L carries a Hermitian metric h such that the eigenvalues 
of c1 (L, h) with respect to w0 are all constant. Let M be the projective 
bundle P(OMo EBL), which is naturally regarded as a compactification of 
L. Then S1 acts on M by the scalar multiplication of {lzl = 1} on L, so 
that we have the above situation if we further assume c1 ( M) > 0. The 
theorem of Koiso and Sakane states that M admits an Eistein-Kahler 
metric if and only if Futaki's obstruction F for M vanishes. Note that 
the first step of the proof of this theorem is to show that the equation 
for Einstein-Kahler metrics can be reduced to an ordinary differential 
equation along I. Solutions to this equation always exist over int(I) 
and define Einstein-Kahler metrics on µ- 1 (int(I)). The second step is 
to show that the condition F(X) = 0 implies that a suitably chosen 
Einstein-Kahler metric on µ- 1 (int(J)) extends to µ- 1 (81) to define a 
smooth Einstein-Kahler metric on the whole manifold M. In the second 
step, the expression 3.9 for Fis essentially used. As an application, one 
can show that the P 1-bundle Min 2.9, for which both obstructions by 
Matsushima or Futaki vanish, admits an Einstein-Kahler metric. 

In Mabuchi [58; §10], the Einstein-Kahler metric, for instance, in the 
case where n 1 = n2 = 1 in 2.9 was described very explicitly. Recall that 
Mis the projective bundle of the 2-plane bundle E = piL 1 EB p;L 2 ; M 
may alternatively be expressed as the projective bundle of 0 1J)l xi?' EB L, 
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where L = piL"11 0 p2L 2 • Note that E 0 = E - (0-section) is described 
as follows. Consider C4 = {(x,y) E C2 x C2 } and (P 1 ) 2 = {(u,v) E 

P1(C) x P 1(C) }, where we write x, y E C2 as x = (x 1,x 2), y = (Y1,Y2) 
with x;, y; E C, and write also u, v E P 1 (C) as u = ( u 1 : u2 ), v = 
( v1 : v2 ) by homogeneous coordinates. Then 

Moreover, C* acts on E 0 by C* x E 0 3 (t,(x,y,u,v)) f--t (tx,ty,u,v) E 

E 0 , and M is nothing but the quotient space E 0 /C*. Therefore, Lis an 
open dense subset of M defined by 

L = { (x,y,u,v) E E 0; x /::-O}/C*. 

By the 0-section and the oo-section of L, we respectively mean the sub
sets {y = O} and { x = O} in M. In terms of the natural Hermitian 
metric on L, the distance p from the 0-section measured along fibres is 

We now consider the fibrewise action of S 1 on the line bundle L com
ing from the multiplication by S 1 = { z = ev=T 0 ; 0 E R }. Then by the 
above expression of L, each z E S 1 maps (x, y, u, v) to (x, zy, u, v). Obvi
ously, this S 1-action extends to a C* -action on M. If we put r = - log p2 , 

the equation for Einstein-Kahler metrics on M can be written as 

d2 cp 1 dcp 
-(l+--)(1 
dr 2 2 dr 

1 dcp 
--) = exp(-cp). 
2 dr 

We define a real-valued C 00 functionµ on L by 

2 ( r 4 - r 2 
) 

p = exp -4 Jo (7 - r2)(1 - r2) dr 
1 

= 1- µ (ft-µ) v"i 

l+µ ./7+µ 

Note that µ tends to 1 as p -+ 0 and that µ tends to -1 as p -+ oo. One 
can see that the function µ on L extends over the 0-section and the oo
section to give a C 00 function on M. In fact,µ: M-+ [-1, l] c R turns 
out to be the moment map for our S 1-action on the Einstein-Kahler 
manifold M. The desired Einstein-Kahler form on M is expressed as 
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FI [HJ log n where 

n = FI 16 exp(-ip) Wo2 I\ ap I\ tJpj p2 

= FI (1 - µ 2 )(1 - µ 2 ) wJ I\ ap I\ tJp/ p2 , 

w0 being the Einstein-Kahler form of the base space P 1 x P 1 defined by 

We refer to [58; 10.3.1, 10.3.2], to see how one can derive this solution. 

§4. Chern-Simons invariants and the group lifting of F 

In §2, we showed that F appears as one of the G-invariant poly
nomials F,J,- These G-invariant polynomials are related to the classical 
invariants such as the equivariant cohomology, the Lefschetz numbers 
and the Chern-Simons invariants (see e.g. [2], [13], [10], [32], [33], [30]). 
One of the purposes of this section is to show that F can be interpreted 
as the Godbillon-Vey invariant in the foliation theory ( cf. [32]). The 
reason why we take up this topic is because it helps us find how the Lie 
algebra character F : g -+ C can be lifted to a group character of G 
(cf. [14]; see also [27], [57], [30]). Let us begin with a brief review of the 
theory of Chern, Simons and Cheeger [20], [19]. 

4.1. Let pr: P -+ M be a principal bundle over a smooth manifold 
M with structure group H, where His a Lie group. Let 0 be a connection 
form for P, and 0 the corresponding curvature form. The Chern-Weil 
theory says that, given an H-invariant polynomial </>, the smooth form 
</>( 0) on P descends to a smooth closed form on M. Its de Rham class 
does not depend on the choice of 0 and is called the characteristic class 
of¢>. However, the smooth form </>(0) is exact on P. More precisely, 
there is a smooth form T ¢( 0), defined in a canonical way and called the 
transgression form, such that 

</>(0) = d T</>(0). 

If </>( 0) = 0 identically, then T </>( 0) is a closed form on P. Unlike </>( 0), 
the form T</>( 0) does not necessarily descend to a smooth form on M. 
However, if the Weil image [</>(0)] E H*(BH; A) is an integral class, 
there is an R/1-cohomology class Sq,( 0) on M such that 

pr* Sq,(0) = [T</>(0)]', 
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where the right-hand side denotes the modulo l reduction of the de 
Rham class [T<,&(0)] (see [20]). The class S,t,(0) may not be uniquely 
determined by ¢ and 0. This ambiguity is caused by torsion classes 
of the integral cohomology of the classifying space B H. To be more 
precise, consider the set I(H) of all H-invariant polynomials, and let 0 
be the curvature form of the universal connection of the universal bundle: 
EH --+ BH, and H*(BH; l) 3 u f-t u~ E H*(BH; IR) the natural map. 
Take a pair(¢, u) E I(H) x H*(BH; l) such that 

[¢(0)] = u~. 

We then have a universal object S,t,,u, defined to be a differential charac
ter ( cf. [19]), with the following property. For every H-bundle: P --+ M 
with an H-connection 0 such that ¢>(0) = 0, the associated IR/l-class 

on M is just the pull-back w* S,t,,u of S,t,,u, where w: M --+ B H is the 
connection-preserving classifying map. We now put 

which is called the Simons class and has functorial properties. Note 
that, if H = U(m), the cohomology H*(BH; l) has no torsion so that 
the Simons class is determined only by ¢. If G is a complex Lie group, 
the Simons class can be defined as a C/l-class (see [29]). 

4.2. We now apply the above theory to transversely holomorphic 
foliations. Let N be a smooth manifold. We denote by TcN (resp. Te,N) 
the complexified tangent (resp. cotangent) bundle of N. A holomorphic 
foliation Fol of codimension q in N consists of an open covering {U;} of 
N and submersions f; : U; --+ ½ c Cq such that if U; n Ui ic ¢> then 

is biholomorphic. On each U;, we choose a system of local coordinates 
zl, . .. , z'f, xf, ... , xr such that zf, 1 :S o: :S q, are the complex coordi

nates induced by the natural ones on ½ c Cq and that xf, 1 :S /3 :S r, 
are the real coordinates in vertical directions. We then have a global 
sub bundle Tt_0 of Te,N spanned by dzf, 1 :S o: :S q, over each U;, and a 
section of Te,N is said to be of type (1,0) if it is a section of Tt,o- Let 
E be the sub bundle of TcN annihilated by the covectors in Tt,o, and 
define the normal bundle v(Fol) of Fol by 

v(Fol) = TcN/ E, 
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which is identified, over each Ui, with the holomorphic tangent bundle 
of V;. Let () be a connection of type (1,0) on v(Fol) and 0 the corre
sponding curvature form. Since dime Vi = q, the Chern forms of v(Fol) 
with respect to () vanish identically if their degrees exceed q: 

c1 (0) = cI1 ••• cJq(0) = 0, 1,1 = ,1 + ... + /q > q. 

This vanishing theorem is due to Bott, and gives us an obstruction for 
a distribution on a smooth manifold to be integrable when the normal 
bundle of the distribution admits an almost complex structure. Now, 
by the Bott vanishing theorem, we have the Simons classes 

for 1 = (, 1 , ... , 1q) with bl > q. For instance, if bl = q + 1, the 
Simons class Sc.., ( B) is independent of the choice of the connection (). 
(see [19]). Thus we may write it as Sc..,(Fol). Furthermore, S .+1(Fol) 

cl 

is the so-called Godbillon-Vey class. 

4.3. Let M be an m-dimensional compact complex connected man
ifold and consider the group G := Aut(M) of holomorphic automor
phisms equipped with discrete topology. Let EG--+ BG be the universal 
bundle and put N = EG xa M. Then p: N--+ BG is a locally trivial 
M-bundle and the local trivialization induces a holomorphic foliation of 
codimension m in N with leaves transverse to the fibres. Integrating the 
Godbillon-Vey class along fibres, we obtain 

Since G is regarded as a discrete group, H 1 (BG; C/l) is isomorphic to 
the additive group of all characters of G into C/l. This isomorphism is 
constructed as follows. Since 1r1 (BG) ~ G, every a E G defines a homol
ogy class Zi E G/[G,G] = H 1(BG;l). Now, to each a E H 1(BG;C/l), 
we can associate a C/l-valued character Xa of G by Xa(a) = < a, a>, 
using the natural pairing<,>: H 1(BG; C/l) x H 1 (BG; l)----> C/l. 

4.4. We now fix an element a E G and consider the homomorphism 
l : l--+ G defined by t(n) = an. Let rp.: Bl(= S 1 ) --+ BG be the 
corresponding classifying map. Then [rp.(Bl)] = [a] as a homology class, 
and the M-bundle Nl := El x. M--+ Bl is induced from EG Xe M--+ 
BG by rp •. Since El= IR, our Nl is the quotient of IR x M by the action 
of l defined by 

n(s, y) = (s + n, an(y)), 
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where n E l, s E IR and y E M. The natural holomorphic foliation 
of codimension m in Nl induced by the local trivialization of the M
bundle: Nl --> Bl is called the suspension foliation, the leaves of which 
are real 1-dimensional. 

Choose an arbitrary holomorphic vector field X on M. Recall that 
XiR = X + X. For each t E IR, we take a = a(t) to be exp(tX!R), and 
let Pt: Nl --> Bl be the associated M-bundle. Consider the resulting 
suspension foliation Falt. Then by [19; Proposition 2.9], one obtains 

Theorem 4.5 (Futaki and Morita [32]). 

:F(X) = .!:.._ { (Pt).S =+1(Fo1t)[S 1]} = (Pt).S =+1(Fo1t)[S 1] lt=I· dt cl cl 

Thus, to see how the Lie algebra character :F : g --> C lifts to a group 
character i : G --+ C/ a, it suffices to compute the right-hand side of 
Theorem 4.5 for any given a E G. Note here that e is a suitable positive 
integer, and we may choose for instance e = 1. It seems, however, 
difficult to compute the right-hand side of Theorem 4.5 naively since it 
amounts to giving the connection-preserving classifying map explicitly. 
We use, instead, the theory of exotic characteristic classes of foliations 
by Bott [13] to derive an explicit formula for the imaginary part of F. 
To explain this theory, let WU(q) be the differential graded algebra 

WU(q) = C[c1, ... , Cq]/{ deg > 2q} EB C[c1, ... , Cq]/ {deg> 2q} 

EB A(u1, ... ,uq)/{deg > q}, 

where deg c; = deg c; = 2i, deg u; = 1 and 

de; = de; = 0, du; = c; - c;. 

As in 4.4, we fix a E G and consider the M-bundle: Nl --> Bl = 
S 1. Let F al be the corresponding suspension foliation. For 11( F al) 
over Nl, we take a connection v' 1 of type (1,0) (cf. 4.2) and also a 
Hermitian connection v0 • Let pr 1 : Nl x [O, 1] --> Nl be the natural 
projection. Then v' := (1 - t)v' 0 + tv' 1 defines a connection on the 
bundle pri* v(Fol)--> Nl x [O, 1]. We denote by 0°, 1 the curvature form 
of this connection. Let A( Nl.) be the set of all smooth forms on Nl.. 
We now define a map,\.: WU(q)--> A(Nl) by 

,\.(c;) = c;(v' 1 ), ,\.(c;) = c;(v' 1 ), 

,\.(u;) = h; - h;, where h; = fo1 
c;(0°,1). 
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Then dhi = ci(v' 1 ) - ci(V 0 ). Since v0 is. Hermitian, c;(V 0 ) is real. 
Hence, d(>.(u;)) = >.(du;). We therfore have a well-defined induced map 

H(>-.): H*(WU(q))--. H*(Nl; C) 

The map H(>-.) is independent of the choice of v0 and V1 • Furthermore, 
by applying the Stokes theorem, we obtain (see [29; p.92]): · 

A Im Sc,rn+1(Fol) = ½ L~o H(>-.) (c1ku1c{"'-k). 

Given a Hermitian metric for ( the tagent bundle of) M, one can compute 
the right-hand side by giving v0 and v' 1 explicitly. This together with 
Theorem 4.5 yields the following formula of Futaki: 

Theorem 4.6 ([27]). Let A Im J be the imaginary part of J. 
Then for all a E G, 

Im ;;:( ) _ { log{ det(a*17)/ det(17)} ~ k(M· * ) m-k(M· ) 
,r a - J 11 4 L.., c1 , a 17 I\ c1 , 17 , 

M 7r k=O 

where 1J is an arbitrary Hermitian metric of M and c1 (M; 1J) denotes 
the first Chern form of M with respect to 17. 

4. 7. Inspired by the work of Donaldson [22] in which the secondary 
invariants are used as functionals to find Einstein-Hermitian metrics 
on stable vector bundles, Mabuchi [57] also found a formula for ImJ 
independently. Let M be an m-dimensional compact complex connected 
manifold with c1 (M) > 0. Recall that JC is the set of all Kahler forms 
which represent c1 (M). Choose two Kahler forms wand w' in JC. Let 
{ w. = w + A88cp.; 0 :S s :S 1} be a smooth path in JC joining w0 = 
w and w1 = w'. We define a functional 3: JC x JC --. R by 

~( ') r1 (m + l)ds { d<p. ( . ( )) rn-1 
.::. w,w = Jo (21r)m+l JM-;[;-w. - Ric w. I\ mw. . 

Lemma 4.8 ([57]; see also [8]). 3(w,w') depends only on w, w' 
and is independent of the choice of the smooth path { w.; 0 :S s :S 1} in 
JC. Moreover, 3 satisfies the 1-cocycle conditions: 

B(w',w) = - B(w,w'), 

3(w,w') + 3(w',w") + S(w",w) = 0, 

where w, w', w" are arbitrary elements of JC. 

Let w0 E JC be a reference metric. We then define the JC-energy map 
µ: JC--. R by µ(w) = B(w0 ,w). Thisµ satisfies: 
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Theorem 4.9 ([57]). Let E be the subset of K consisting of all 
Einstein-Kahler forms in the class. Then 

( 1) w is a critical point of µ if and only if w E E. 

(2) For every X E g, we have 

Iµ(exp(tX~)*w) = 2ImF(X). 
dt 

Let us now endow K with the natural Riemannian structure defined by 

where we identify TwK and { cp E C 00 (M)~; JM cp wm = 0 }. In terms 
of this Riemannian structure,µ is a convex function (cf. [60]). Then,µ 
takes the absolute minimum exactly on E (cf. [7], [6]), Moreover, Bando 
and Mabuchi [7] showed that £ is connected, which will be explained in 
the next section. As in [57], we define x : G--+ A+ by 

(4.10) x(a) = exp{ B(wo, a*wo) }, a E G. 

Then x becomes a multiplicative character in view of the 1-cocycle con
ditions satisfied by the functional 3. To relate (4.10) to Theorem 4.6, let 
77 EK be Yau's solution of the equation w0 = Ric(77). Rewriting (4.10) 

in terms of 77, one sees that log x coincides with Im F up to constant 
multiple. 

Unlike the case of Im .r, the real part Re J: G---, A/ a of j: G ---, 
C/ {l cannot be written in a simple and explicit way. However, in view 
of the identification 

c;a ~ c, ( 21re- 1 z) 
z <-+ exp A , 

the following theorem shows that J can be regarded as the multiplicative 
character det(p): G --> C* below. 

Theorem 4.11 ([30], [59]). Let M be an m-dimensional compact 
complex connected manifold with c1 (M) > 0. Take C to be 2 or 1 accord
ing as m is even or odd. Then there is an algebraic group homomorphism 
p : G --> GLc(V) such that 
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(1) exp(21rf- 1 ImF) = ldet(p)I 
(2) V is a finite dimensional C-vector space of the form 

V = EB mv H 0 (M, K-;j) 
V 

where the integers mv are nonzero only for finitely many natural numbers 
v and depend only on m and v. 

Note that, for a C-vector space W endowed with a G-action, the space 
nW (resp. -nW) denotes the direct sum of n-copies of W (resp. W*) 
on which G acts naturally. 

Example 4.11.1. Ifm = 2, then V = H 0 (M,K·;)). Moreover, 

if m = 3, we have V = H 0 (M, K;:,l) EB 3 H 0 (M, K;:/)•. As far as 
the examples of Einstein-Kahler surfaces studied in [30] concerned, the 
values of det(p) are ±1. 

We now consider the most basic case where f = 1 for all m, so that F 
maps G to C/l. Note that Im F vanishes if M admits an Einstein-Kahler 

metric ( see [27]). However, it is unclear whether Re F says something 
about the existence of an Einstein-Kahler metric. Recall the following 
conjecture of Calabi: on a compact complex manifold with c1 (M) > 
0 and with no non-zero holomorphic vector fields, there will exist an 
Einstein-Kahler metric. In view of this conjecture, it is of independent 
interest to find an example of a compact complex manifold with discrete 
G and with Re F -/= 0. In [34], by relating Re F to the eta invariant for 
the signature operator acting on certain vector-bundle-valued smooth 
forms, it is shown that there does exist such an example, though the 
first Chern class of the manifold is not positive. 

§5. The uniqueness theorem 

In this section, we fix once for all an m-dimensional compact com
plex connected manifold M which admits an Einstein-Kahler metric of 
positive scalar curvature. Let JC be the set of all Kahler forms on M 
in the de Rham cohomology class 21rc1 ( M)IR, and consider its subset £ 
consisting of all Einstein-Kahler forms. We then have 

£ = {w E JC; Ric(w) = w}-/= ¢ 

and£ is regarded as the moduli space of Einstein-Kahler metrics on M. 
Note that the identity component G0 of G = Aut(M) acts on £ from 
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the right by £ x c0 3 (w, g) 1---t g*w E £. Now, the main purpose of 
this section is to give a quick review of the following theorem of Bando 
and Mabuchi [7] with emphasis on its theoretical aspects rather than its 
technical details: 

Theorem 5.1. £ consists of a single c 0 -orbit. 

Recall that, for the special case where M is a Kahler C-space, this 
theorem was first shown by Matsushima [64], though his proof essentially 
depends on the transitiveness of the c0-action on M. 

We shall now give a couple of consequences of Theorem 5.1. Let w 

be an element of £, and K the corresponding group of the isometries 
{ g E C 0 ; g*w = w} sitting in c0 . Moreover, denote by KeriR(Q., + 1) 
the space of all v in C 00 (M)IR such that (Q., + l)v = 0. Then by using 
the notation in §1, we obtain from Theorem 1.6 the isomorphisms 

~ g/t ~ KeriR(Q., + 1), 

Y(v)!R · w .-. Y(v) .-. v, 

where we regard Y( v )iR · W ( = -2/=I88v) as the tangent vector at t = 0 
of the curve { exp(tY(v)iR)*w; t E R} in£. Then the £ 2 inner product 

induces a natural Riemannian structure on £ via the identification of 
Tw(E) with Ker!R(Q., + 1). Moreover, for every g EC, 

Hence, C acts isometrically on£. Now, note that G0 / K has a structure 
of a Riemannian symmetric space, though the choice of its metric is not 
unique ( even up to constant multiple) if the symmetric space c0 / K is 
reducible. Thus, we obtain: 

Corollary 5.1.1. £ is C 0 -equivariantly isometric to the Riemann
ian symmetric space c0 / K endowed with a suitable metric, and further
more, C acts isometrically on £. 

Since C 0 / K is a Riemannian symmetric space without compact factors, 
£ is a simply connected Riemannian manifold with nonpositive sectional 
curvature, so that any compact group acting isometrically on £ has a 
fixed point. This in particular implies: 
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Corollary 5.1.2. For any (possibly non-connected) compact sub
group of G, our M always carries an Einstein-Kahler metric invariant 
under the action of the compact group. 

We shall now give a rough idea of how Theorem 5.1 can be proven. 
Choose a Kahler form 0 in the Kahler class 7C. Then we start with the 
following one-parameter family of differential equations ( cf. Aubin [4]): 

(5.2) Ric(w) = (1 - t) 0 + tw, 0:::; t:::; 1, 

where for each t, any solution w = Wt for (5.2) is required to sit in 7C. 
Note that, by Yau's celebrated theorem [77] on Calabi's conjecture, (5.2) 
has a unique solution w = w0 at t = 0. Moreover, w = w1 is a solution 
for (5.2) at t = 1 if and only if w1 E £. Let J be the unit interval 
{ 0 :::; t :::; 1}. We can now visualize the situation by taking the graph 

r 0 = { ( w, t) E 7C x J ; Ric( w) = ( 1 - t) 0 + t w } 

Wo Wt ..... _.,_.,._ .. _......,. ___ _ 

t=O t=l 

Fig. 1. Figure of Graph r 9 

of the solutions of (5.2). Then the proof of Theorem 5.1 is reduced to 
showing the following: 

Theorem 5.3. Given a G0 -orbit O in £, by taking 0 E 7C suffi
ciently general, we can connect O with w0 by a smooth one-parameter 
family of solutions :F = {Wt; 0 :::; t :::; 1} for (5.2) such that 

(1) W1 E 0; 
(2) r 0 n {t f. 1} coincides with { (wt, t); 0:::; t < 1 }. 
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In fact, for G0 -orbits 0 1 , 0 2 in e, a sufficiently general choice of 0 in JC 
allows us to connect 0 1 , 0 2 with w0 by families :F1 , :F2 as above, respec
tively, and by (2), these families must coincide, since re is independent 
of the choice of such G0-orbits. Thus, 0 1 = 0 2 , as required. 

Before getting into the study of Theorem 5.3, we shall introduce 
more notation. Take an a with O < a < 1, and let fc, fc2,a. be the set 
of all cp in C 00 (M)lli!, c 2,a.(M), respectively, such that 0 + F[88cp is 
positive definite everywhere on M. Put V := JM 0m. Now, we define 

functionals ,X and Lon fc2,a. by setting (cf. [4], [57], [7]) 

t(cp) := .X(cp) - /M <p (0 + F[88cpr /V, 

.X('ljJ) := fo1 (/M 7P (0 + sF[88'1jJr /V) ds, 

Then .X('ljJ + C) = .X('ljJ) + C and t(tf; + C) = i('ljJ) 2: 0 for all ('ljJ, C) in 
fc2,a. x R Moreover, for any smooth path { 1Pt; a ~ t ~ b} in fc2,a., one 
can easily check that 

where '¢Jt := 8'1jJt/ 8t, and Dt denotes the Laplacian associated with the 
Kahler form 0 + F[88cpt. 

We shall next give an outline of the proof of Theorem 5.3. The main 
point of our proof is to solve the equation (5.2) backward int by starting 

off with t = 1 and ending up at t = 0. Define <I>: fc2,a. x I --4 c0 ,a.(M)lli!, 
'1!: fc2,a. x I - c 0,a.(M)lli! by sending elements ( cp, t), ( 'ljJ, t) of fc2,a. x I 
respectively to 

<I>(cp, t) = log((0 + F[88cp)m /0m) + t <p - f, 

'1!('1jJ, t) = <I>('ljJ, t) + >-.('ljJ), 

where f E C 00 (M)lli! is the function uniquely determined by 

(1) Ric(0) = 0 + F[88f; 
(2) f M exp(!) 0m = V. 
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Then one may rewrite the equation (5.2) above in the following more 
suitable forms: 

(5.2a) 

(5.2b) 

il>( 'P, t) = 0, 

'11(¢,t) = 0, 

0 < t <:; 1, 

0 <::; t <:; 1. 

Note that, if --/=I88 operates on both sides of (5.2a) and (5.2b), we 
obtain (5.2) by setting w = 0 + --/=I881.p = 0 + --/=I88'lj;. Moreover, 

for any (cp,t) (resp. (¢,t)) in K},a x I satisfying (5.2a) (resp. (5.2b)), 

the well-known regularity theorem says that cp (resp. if;) is always in K. 
Hence, at each t E J - {O}, we have the isomorphism 

{cp EK; il>(cp,t) = 0} ~ {w EK; Ric(w) = (1-t)0 +tw}, 

cp +--+ 0 + --/=I88cp, 

which allows us to identify f 0 above with r 4 for O < t <:; 1, and similarly 
to identify the whole f 0 with f 4', where 

f.i, := { (cp, t) E K2 •a x l; il>(cp, t) = 0 }, 

f,i, := { (ip,t) E K,2 ,"' x I; '11('1j;,t) = 0}. 

Note that there exists just one element 'lj;0 of K such that '11('1j;0 ,0) = 0, 
since 'lj;0 is uniquely characterized by the identities 

wo=0+--/=Io[)'lj;o and >..('lj;o)=0 ( cf. [7]). 

Now, for better understanding of our arguments, we introduce an alge
braic equation analogous to (5.2) (and also to (5.2a), (5.2b)) as follows. 
Let H: R2 x I --+ R2 be the mapping defined by 

H(z, t) = ((x 2 + y - l)(x + x2 + y - t), x 2 + y - t 2 ) 

for z = ( x, y) E R2 and t E J. We then consider the equation: 

(5.4) H(z, t) = 0. 

If H(z 0 ,t 0 ) = 0 with t0 =/ 1, then the Jacobian matrix at z0 of the 
mapping R2 3 z - H(z, to) E R2 is invertible, and hence the im
plicit function theorem says that there exists a unique smooth curve 
z(t) through z(t 0 ) = z0 satisfying H(z(t), t) = 0 for (z(t), t) in a small 
neighbourhood of (z0 ,t 0 ). (Of course, we can explicitly solve the equa
tion (5.4) and the graph rH := { (z, t); H(z, t) = 0} consists of the 
curves { ( ( t - t 2, 2t3 - t4 ), t) ; t E I} and { ( ( x, y), 1) ; y = 1 - x2 } , 
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though for our original equation (5.2), we are far from obtaining an ex
plicit description of r 0 .) We shall now show that the implicit function 
theorem is applicable also to (5.2) ( or more precisely, to (5.2a) or (5.2b) ): 

Case 1 ( cf. Aubin [4]). Let <I>( rpt0 , t0 ) = 0 with O < to < 1. For 
simplicity, we put 10 := ( rpt0 , to) and Bo := 0 + Ff_88rpt 0 • Then, at ,o, 
the Frechet derivative Dcp<I>: C 2 •"(M)!ii! -+ C~·" of <I> with respect to rp 
is given by 

Dcp<I>l,0 (1J) = :c <I>(rpt0 + c1J, to)1c=o = (D00 + to)1J, 1J E C 2 •"(M)!ii!. 

Since Ric(0 0 ) - t0 00 = (1 - t0 )0 is positive definite, a theorem of Lich
nerowicz [52] asserts that t0 is less than the first (positive) eigen value 
of -D 00 . Hence D'P<I>l,o is invertible. 

Case 2 ( cf. [7]). Let t 0 = 0. Then, in view of the identities 
w(7ji0 ,0) = 0 and w0 := 0 + Ff_887ji 0 , it follows that, at (7Po,0), the 
Frechet derivative D,f; w of w with respect to 7ji is written in the form 

which is invertible. 

Thus, we obtained openness for the equation (5.2) for O s; t < 1, and 
routine works using Ascoli's theorem show that any solution w = Wt, for 
(5.2) at t = t 1 (0 s; t 1 < 1) extends uniquely to a smooth one-parameter 
family of solutions {wt; 0 s; ts; t 1 } (= f0n{O s; ts; t 1 }) for (5.2), 
provided that we have the following a priori estimates: 

Theorem 5.5. Let { 7ft; t 0 < t s; ti} be a smooth one-parameter 
family of solutions for (5.2b) (so that W(7ft, t) = 0 for all t), where Os; 
t0 < t 1 < 1. Then there exist positive constants K 0 , K 1 , K 2 independent 
oft such that we have 117Ptllc2,~ :S: Ko and K10 :S: 0+Ff_887jit :S: K20 
for all t. 

Hence, the proof of Theorem 5.3 is reduced to showing Theorem 5.5 plus 
the following: 

Theorem 5.6. For every G 0 -orbit O in £, taking 0 sufficiently 
general, we have an O < € « 1 and a smooth one-parameter family of 
solutions { rpt; 1 - c < ts; 1} for (5.2a) such that 0 + Ff_88rp 1 E 0. 

Proof of Theorem 5.5. Note that, by standard arguments ( cf. [77], 
[3]), it suffices to find a constant K such that ll7Ptllco :S: K for aU t, 
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where in this proof, constants mean positive real numbers independent 
oft. The proof is divided into three steps. 

Step 1. Let Dt be the diameter of the Kahler manifold (M,w 1), 

where Wt := 0 + AafJ,l/Jt. Then, for the infimum -A 1 of the Green 
function of the Laplacian Q,,, we have At ~ ,mD//V for some constant 
,rn depending on m alone (cf. [7]). Moreover, by Ric(wt) 2:: twt, Myers's 

theorem asserts that Dt ~ 1rJ(m - 1)/t. Therefore, At ~ Ci/t for some 
constant C1 . Recall that the oscillation Osc '!pt := max.M '!pt - minM '!pt 
satisfies 

Osc'!f;t ~ (m+l)t('!f;t)+C 2 +2mAtV/m!, 

with C2 E R depending only on 0. Hence, there exists a constant C3 

such that 

Step 2. Differentiating (5.2b) with respect tot, we obtain the iden

tity Cl,, ~t + t ~t +'!pt+ Ct = 0 for some Ct E Ron M. Hence 

where the last inequality follows from the fact that the first eigenvalue of 
-[l,, is greater than t. Therefore, t('!f;t) S t('!f;tJ for all t, and together 
with Step 1, we have a constant C4 such that 

for all t. 

Step 3. We set ft:= -t'!f;t - >.('!f;t) + f. Then (5.2b) is rewritten as 

(1) 

Integrating this over M, we obtain IM 0rn = IM exp(it)0m. Now, by the 

mean value theorem, ft(Pt) = 0 for some point Pt in M. Therefore 

llftllc 0 = lift - ft(Pt)II St (Osc'!f;t) + 2Jl/llc 0 S C4 + 211/llco. 

In view of (1), a result of Yau ([77]) (see also [17; VII]) now asserts that 
Osc '!pt is bounded from above by some constant C5 . Hence, by setting 
,,Pt:= '!f;t - '!f;t(Pt) E C 00 (M)1R, we have 

(2) 
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Since >..( {;t) = >..( 1Pt) - 1Pt(Pt), it now follows that 

Therefore 

l'l/Jt(Pt)I - 11/llco ~ i>..('¢t)I = ~ 111 (/M '¢t(B + sHfJ8'¢t)m) dsl 

~ ~ 11 (/M C5(8 + sHfJ8'¢t)m) ds ~ C5. 
Together with (2), we can find a constant C6 such that ll1Ptllco ~ C6 for 
all t, as required. Q.E.D. 

Let £ be the set of all cp E ic such that <I>(cp, 1) = 0. Then by the 
identification 

j: E ~ £, cp f-+ j(cp) := B + fJ8cp, 

we can regard each G0 -orbit O as a subset 6 of£. Note that, except 
the obvious case H 0 (M,O(TM)) = {O}, a function cp1 in£ may fail 
to extend to a smooth one-parameter family of solutions {'Pt; 1 - c: < 
t ~ 1} for (5.2a). Because if such a family exists, differentiating (5.2a) 
with respect to tat t = 1, we have (0., 1 + l)('Ptit=I) = -cp1, where 
w1 := B + H88cp1. Hence cp1 must satisfy 

(3) for an,,, E KeriR(0., 1 + 1). 

We now explain how to find out cp1 E 6 satisfying (3). Let cp E 6, and 

take an arbitrary smooth path { u8 ; -c: < s < c:} in 6 passing through 
u0 = cp. Then, through the differentiation of <I>(us, 1) = 0 with respect 
to s at s = 1, it follows that 

where by Matsushima's theorem, we have T,p(O) = Ker!R(Dj(<,o) + 1). 
Hence, in view of u0 = cp, 

dt(us) 1 1 {D (. )} "( )m 1 1 . "( )m -d-1 =-v cp i('I?) uo J cp = V cpuoJ cp . 
S s=O M M 
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Thus, the restriction i := i 10 of i to 6 satisfies 

Theorem 5.7. cp E 6 is a critical point for i: 6 -+ Fibo if and 
only if JMcprJj(cp)m = 0 for all 'f/ E Ker!R(Di('I') + 1). -

Note that every cp E 6 satisfies the equation .-P(cp, 1) = 0. Then, as in 
Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 5.5, upper bounds for ;; give us a priori 
bounds for cp in this equation. Hence, we obtain: 

Proposition 5.7.1. i: 6-+ R::::o is a proper map. In particular, 

there exists a point cp1 E 6 at which ;; takes its minimum. 

Let cp1 be as in this proposition. Then T'l'1 (0) = Ker!R(Di('l'i) + 1), and 
the Hessian 

of ;; at cp1 is clearly positive semidefinite. Moreover, we can realize a 
critical point for i with positive definite Hessian via a small perturbation 
of our presently fixed 0 ( cf. [7]): 

Proposition 5. 7.2. Taking 0 E 1C sufficiently general, we have a 

critical point cp1 E 6 for i such that (Hess i)'l' 1 is positive definite. 

We shall now give an outline of the proof of Theorem 5.6. To present 
our proof in a quite understandable way, we first prove an analogous 
statement for (5.4), in place of (5.2a), by making use of only such ar
guments as applicable to (5.2a). Recall that rH n {t = 1} is a single 
parabola { ( x, y) ; y = 1 - x 2 } sitting in the 2-plane { t = 1}. Clearly, 

the point z1 := (0, 1) on this parabola corresponds to cp1 on 6 in our 
original situation in Theorem 5.6. Moreover, the tangent space of the 
parabola at (0, 1) is naturally identified with R EB {O}, and let 

P: R2 (= R EB R) -+R(= R EB {0}), 

1 - P: R2 (= R EB R) -+R(= {0} EB R), 

(x,y) f-> x, 

(x, y) f-> y, 

be respectively the projections to the first and the second factors .. For 
z = (x, y) ER and t E J satisfying (5.4), we put 

z := P(z - z1) = x (= (x, 0)), 

2:= (1-P)(z-zi) = y-1 (= (O,y-1)), 

so that z = z1 + z + 2. Hence, (5.4) is rewritten as a combination of the 
following two equations: 
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(5.8.1) 

(5.8.2) 
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(1 - P) H(z 1 + z + i, t) = 0, 

P H(z 1 + z + i, t) = 0. 

Since (1 - P) H(z 1 + z + i, t) = x 2 + y - t2 = 22 + i + 1 - t2 , these are 
further expressible as 

(5.8.3) 

(5.8.4) 

~ ~(. t) •2 t2 1 z = z z, := -z + - ' 
P H(z 1 + z + i(z, t), t) = 0, 

where in a more general setting, an expression such as (5.8.3) always 
follows locally from (5.8.1) by the implicit function theorem. Note that 

P H(z 1 + z + i(z, t), t) = (t2 - 1)(.z + t2 - t), which is divisible by (t -1). 
Hence, (5.8.4) is equivalent to 

t = 1 or H 0 (.z, t) = 0, 

where H0 (.z, t) := P H(z 1 + z + i(z, t), t)/(t - 1) = (t + 1)(.z + t2 - t). 
Now, H 0 (z, t) = 0 can be solved in the form 

z=z(t), 

with z(t) := t - t 2 , where in an abstract case, this kind of solution is 
locally secured by the implicit function theorem in view of the invert
ibleness of the Jacobian matrix of the mapping Fi! 3 z 1--+ H0 (z, 1) E Fi! 
at z = 0. Thus, a statement analogous to Theorem 5.6. is true for the 
equation (5.4). 

We now go back to our original equation (5.2a). First, observe 
that there is nothing to prove if H 0 (M, O(TM)) = {O}, since in this 
case, openness at t = 1 immediately follows from the invertibleness 

of Dcpif>l(cpi,l) = Dj(cpi) + 1 : C 2,o:(M)R -t c 0,o:(M)R with 'P1 E £. 
Therefore, assume H 0 (M,O(TM)) -::/-0, and for an arbitrary G0-orbit 

0 in e, let r.p1 E 6 be as in Proposition 5.7.2 with 0 E K, sufficiently 
general. For simplicity, we put W := KerR(Dj(cpi) + 1), and let Wf, 
k = O, 1, 2, ... , be its orthogonal complement in ck,o:(M)R defined by 

This time, we denote by P the natural projection 

P: c 0 ,o:(M)R (=WEB W/)-+ W, 

to the first factor. For r.p E fc2,o:, we put 
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<p:=P(<p-<pi) EW, 

rp := (1- P)(<p - <pi) E W/, 

so that <p = <p1 +'P+<p, and therefore (5.2a) is rewritten as a combination 
of the following two equations: 

(5.8.5) 

(5.8.6) 

(1 - P) if>(<p1 + <p + rp, t) = 0, 

p if>(<p1 + 'P + <p, t) = 0. 

Since the Frechet derivative D.;,IIl(o,o,1) of II(<p, rp, t) := (1 - P) if>(<p1 + 
<p + rp, t) with respect to rp at ( <p, rp, t) = ( 0, 0, 1) is the invertible operator 

wf 31/J f------+ (Di('Pil + 1) 1/J E w/, 
the implicit function theorem allows us to express (5.8.5), (5.8.6) locally 
in the form 

(5.8.7) 

(5.8.8) 

(p = rp( 'P, t), 

P if>(<p1 + 'P + rp(<p, t), t) = 0, 

for some smooth mapping U 3 (<p,t) f-+ rp(<p,t) E W/ with rp(0,1) = 0 
defined in a neighbourhood U of ( <p, t) = ( 0, 1) in W x R. Note that 

T,,,(O) = W. Moreover, if>(<p, 1) = 0 for all <p E 6. Hence, it is easily 
checked that 

P if>( <{)1 + <p + rp( <p, t), t) = ( t - 1) if>o ( <p, t) 

for some smooth map <1?0 : U -> W. It now suffices to show the invert
ibleness of the Frechet derivative Drj,<Po1q: W-> W of if>0 with respect 

to <p at q := (0, 1) E U. Recall that, by a direct computation, we have 
(cf. [7]): 

Theorem 5.9. For all 111, 112 E W, 

This together with Proposition 5.7.2 implies D<j,if>o1q E GLR(W), as 

required. Q.E.D. 
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§6. Existence of Einstein-Kahler metrics I 

In this section, we review the results of Koiso and Sakane [48, 49] 
on the existence of Einstein-Kahler metrics for compactifications of C* -
bundles over compact Kahler manifolds. Any compact almost-homoge
neous Kahler manifold Y satisfies one of the following: 

( 1) Y is homogeneous; 
(2) the exceptional locus Y - yo is connected; 
(3) Y - yo is disconnected, 

where yo denotes the open dense orbit in Y. Recall that, in (3) above, 
the open orbit yo is a C* -bundle over a Kahler C-space, provided that 
the first Chern class of our compact Kahler manifold is positive (see for 
instance [1]). Hence, in the case (3), the conditions in Theorem 6.19 
below are satisfied, and therefore Y admits an Einstein-Kahler metric 
if and only if Futaki's obstruction :F for Y vanishes. Therefore, after 
establishing our main theorem 6. 7, we shall discuss how we can derive 
Theorem 6.19 from 6.7 (cf. [48; Theorem 4.1]). 

Let p: L ---> M be a holomorphic line bundle over a compact Kahler 
manifold M, and h a Hermitian fiber metric on L. Denote by L the open 
subset L-(0-section) of Land lets E C00 (L)IR be the norm of h defined 

by s(f) := lllllh (e E L). Now, consider a function t = t(s) E C 00 (L)1R 
which depends only on the norm s and is monotone-increasing with 

respect to s. Then the horizontal lift X of a vector field X of M to L 
in terms of the canonical Hermitian connection of L is characterized by 

p*X = X, Xt = (]X)t = 0, 

where J is the almost complex structure of the total space of L. We 
decompose the group C* into S 1 x !Fil+ and define holomorphic vector 

fields S, H on L generating S 1-action, !Fil+ -action respectively so that 

exp21rS = id, H = -JS, Ht> 0. 

If we denote by p L the Ricci form of L, then we have 

[X, Y] - [X, Y] = -pL(X, Y)S. 

Define a Hermitian 2-form B on M by PL(X, Y) = B(X, JY). It then 
follows that 

[X, Y] - [X, Y] = -B(X, JY)S. 

Now we consider a Riemannian metric on L of the form 

(6.1.1) 9 = dt2 + (dt O ]) 2 + p*gt, 
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where {gt} is a one-parameter family of Riemannian metrics on M. De
fine a function u on L depending only on t by 

u(t) 2 = g(H, H). 

Lemma 6.1 (see [48]). The metric g on L is a Kahler metric if 
and only if each 9t is a Kahler metric on M satisfying 

d 
dt9t = -u(t)B. 

In particular, if we assume that the range of t contains O and put 

(6.1.2) 

then 

(6.1.3) 

U= fa\(t)dt, 

9t = 9o - UB. 

Throughout this section, we assume that g, B and the range oft 
satisfy the following conditions: 

(1) g is a Kahler metric, 
(2) the range oft contains O and 
(3) the eigenvalues of B with respect to 90 are constant on M. 

Note that the condition 3) does not depend on the choice of the origin 
fort. Now, let (z1 , · · ·, zm) be a system ofholomorphic local coordinates 
on M. Using a local trivialization of L, we take a system of holomorphic 
local coordinates ( z 0 , • · • , zm) on L such that 8 / 8 z 0 = H - AS. Let 

Ba., Ba (0 ~a:~ m) be the partial differentiations 8/8za., 8/8za. on t 
and 8a., 8a (1 ~ a: ~ m) the partial differentiations 8/8za., 8/8za. on 
M. We now define a new function q on L by 

(6.2.1) q = det(go 1 • gt)• 

Here 901 gt is regarded as a global section of the endomorphism bundle 
End(TM) ofT(M). 

Then by (6.1.3) and condition (3), q depends only on t. 

Lemma 6.2. We have 

dt(H) = u, (dt o J)(ap) = Rapt, 

and 

900 = 2u2 ' 9po = 2u. &pt, 9a.fJ = 9ta.{J + 280.t . afJt, 
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where a, {3 = 1, 2, · · ·, m. In particular, 

( 6.2.2) det(g) = 2u2 • q · det(g 0 ). 

Now we assume that 

(6.3.1) 

on a fiber of L over M. Then we have the following: 

Lemma 6.3. Let f be a function on L depending only on t. Then, 
at the fiber, 

8a8of = u · ! ( u · it) , 
a138rJ = o, 
~ ~ 1 df 
8a8i3f = - 2u · Bai3 · dt. 

Moreover, the Ricci tensor R = Ric(g) of g at each point of the fibre is 
given by 

- d( d 2 ) Roo = -u . dt u . dt log( u . q) , 

R/30 =0, 

- 1 d 2 . 
Rai3 = Roai3 + 2u. dt log(u . q). Bail' 

where R0 = Ric(g 0 ) denotes the Ricci tensor of g0 • 

Next, we assume that a compactification L of L satisfies the follow
ing conditions Ai) and A2 ). 

Condition A 1 ). Let (mint,maxt) be the range oft. The function 

t extends to a continuous function on L with range [mint, max t], and 

the subsets Mmin• Mmax of L defined by t = mint, t = maxt are complex 

submanifolds of L with codimension Dmin• Dmax respectively. Moreover, 

the Kahler metric g extends to a Kahler metric on L, which is also 
denoted by g. 

Condition A2). (1) The Kahler form of the metric g on L repre

sents the first Chern class of L. (2) The eigenvalues of Ric(g 0 ) with 
respect to g0 are constant on M. 
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Under Condition Ai), we see that the function t-min t gives the distance 

from Mnun in L, and that the function u have the Taylor expansion with 
the first term t - mint, since a fiber L,, is compactified to S;. Thus the 
function U is extended to a C 00 -function on a neighbourhood of Mmin. 

Therefore, U may be regarded as a C 00 -function on L, by a similar 
observation for Mmax· Moreover we have 

Lemma 6.4. A function on L depending only on t extends to a 
C 00 function on L if and only if it extends smoothly over min U and 
max U as a function in U, where [min U, max U] denotes the range of U 
on L. 

The above (1) in Condition A2 ) is equivalent to the existence of a 

C 00 function f on L such that 

( 6.5.1) R - - g- - = a 'fi-f 
a./3 a/3 a /3 (0::; a,/3::; m). 

Since g is S1-invariant, so is f, and f may be regarded as a function on 
[mint,maxt] x M. Let f(t) be a function on M defined by f(t)(x) = 
f(t, x). Consider equation (6.5.1) for a= /3 = 0. Using Lemmas 6.2 and 
6.3, we see that 

(6.5.2) 
d 2 d 

u--log(u ·q)+2U+u·-f 
dt dt 

is a function on M. Now change the variable from t to U and put 

(6.5.3) Q(U) = q. 

Note that the function Q is a polynomial in U by (6.1.3) and (6.2.1). 

Since u2 is a C 00 function on L, the functions r.p and Q can be extended 
smoothly over min U and max U by Lemma 6.4. In view of the identity 
d/dt = dU/dt · d/dU, the function (6.5.2) is given by 

( 6.5.4) 
d r.p d 

dUr.p+ Q. dUQ+ 2U+Hf. 

Now, let the variable U tend to min U. Then H -+ 0 and thus 
Hf -+ 0. We also have r.p(U) -+ 0 and 

d dt d 1 du du 
dU r.p = dU . dt r.p = ~ . 2u dt = 2 dt -+ 2· 

Thus r.p(U) has the Taylor expansion with the first term 2(U - min U). 

Since the codimension of Mmin in Lis Dmin> the Hermitian metric gt on 
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M converges to a Hermitian form on M of rank m- D min+ 1 when t tends 
to mint. Hence the function Q( U) has the Taylor expansion with the 

first term a(U - minU)Dmin-l (a-/- 0), and thus the term cpQ-1 -dQ/dU 
has the Taylor expansion with the first term 

2(U - minU). (Dmin - l)(U - minU)Dmin- 2 _ 2 D _ - l 
(u · U)D . -1 - ( mm ). - min min 

Therefore the function (6.5.4) on M is a constant 2 + 2(Dmin - 1) + 
2minU = 2(minU + Dmin). By a similar observation at U = maxU, 
this constant coincides with 2(maxU - Dmax)- Moving the origin of U 
and t if necessary, we may assume that 

minU = -Dmin· 

Then we have 

maxU = Dmax, 

and the function (6.5.4) vanishes identically. In particular, the term 
df / dt is a function depending only on t ( or U). By Lemma 6.4, the 
equation ( 6.5.1) for o: = 0 and fJ > 0 holds automatically. Now we 
consider the equation (6.5.1) for o:,{J > 0. Under the assumption (6.3.1), 
we see that 

Therefore we have 

80.813! = ROa./3 - 9ocx/3' 

since (6.5.2) vanishes. By (2) in Condition A2 ), the signature of the 
right-hand side is constant on M and thus f is constant on M, that is, 
it depends only on t. In particular, we see that Ric(g 0 ) = g0 • Summing 
up our result, we obtain 

Lemma 6.5. Under Conditions Ai) and A2 ), we also assume 
that min U = - D min. Then f is a function depending on t alone, and 
it satisfies 
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Moreover we have max U = Dma.x and Ric(g 0 ) = g0 . In particular, the 

Kahler metric g on L is an Einstein metric if and only if we have the 
identities Ric(g 0 ) = g0 and 

d cp d 
dUcp+ 2U + Q. dUQ = O. 

Now we consider Futaki's obstruction to the existence of Einstein
Kahler metrics ([25], see also §2). First, observe that 

h 1ma.xt 

~Hfw;'°+l = Hf-Vol(M,gt)udt 
L mint 

1ma.xt 

= Vol(M, g0 ) Hf· uq dt 
mint 

rma.xU 

=Vol(M,g 0 ) jminU Hf-QdU 

rma.x u ( d cp d ) 
= -Vol(M,go) jminU dUcp + U + Q. dUQ QdU 

{ [ ]
ma.xU 1ma.xU } 

= - Vol(M,g 0 ) Qcp . + 2 . QU dU 
nunU nunU 

= -2 Vol(M, g0 ) [:~~: QU dU. 

In our case, by setting 

we can express Futaki's obstruction in the following form: 

Lemma 6.6. Under Conditions A 1 ) and A2 ), if L admits an Ein

stein-Kahler metric, then .r0 (L) = 0. 

Recall that one of our main purposes in this section is to show the 
converse of Lemma 6.6. 

Theorem 6. 7 ([48]). Let M be a compact Einstein-Kahler mani
fold with Kahler form in the de Rham co homology class 21rc1 ( M)IR and 
let L be a Hermitian line bundle over M. Assume that the eigenvalues 
of the Ricci form B for L are constant on M with respect to the metric 
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g0 and that, on a compactification L of L, there is a Kahler metric g of 

the form (6.1.1) with Kahler class 27l'c1 (L)IR- Then the following three 
conditions are equivalent. 

(1) L admits an Einstein-Kahler metric. 
(2) Futaki's obstruction is zero. 

(3) The integral :F0 (L) is zero. 

Outline of Proof. It is enough to show that if the integral :F0 (£) is 

zero then L admits an Einstein-Kahler metric. Let ¢> be a function on 
L depending only on t and we seek a condition that the metric h on L 
defined by 

(6.7.1) 

is an Einstein-Kahler metric. We also assume that the metric h satisfies 
the condition (6.1.1) and there is a parameter s (depending only on t) 
such that h has the form 

h = ds2 + ( ds o i) 2 + p* hs 

on L. We take parameters v, V, 'ljJ for h which correspond to u, U, rp for 
g. We construct a solution such that h0 = g0 , min V = -Dmin and 

max V = Dmax· By Lemma 6.5, the condition that the metric h is 
Einstein-Kahler reduces to the equation 

d 1> d -1> + 2V + - · -Q = 0 
dV Q dV ' 

and it has a solution given by 

1>(V) = -21:min VQ(V) dV /Q(V). 

Then the function cf>(V) is positive on (-Dmin' Dmax), extends smoothly 
over -Dmin and has the Taylor expansion with first term 2(V + Dmin). 

Since the integral :F0 ( L) is zero, we have 

cf>(V) = 2 fvDmax VQ(V) dV /Q(V), 

and so cf>(V) extends smoothly over Dmax and has the Taylor expansion 
with first term -2(V-Dmax). Now H coincides with u·d/dt and v-d/ds. 
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and 
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ds 
dl 

V 

' u 

dV </>(V) 
dU <p(U)' 

J dV J dU 
<f>(V) = <p(U) 

Therefore, using the Taylor expansion at - Dmin, we see that 

log(V + Dmin) + C 00 function of V 

= log(U + Dmin) + C 00 function of U, 
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hence V extends smoothly over -Dmin as a function of U. In the 
same way, V extends smoothly over Dmax as a function of U, and thus 
V extends to a C 00 function in U defined on an open set containing 

[-Dmin> Dmaxl· To see that his a metric on L, we first see that </> is a 

C 00 function on L by using (6.7.1), Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3. Thus his a C 00 

symmetric 2-form on L. On L, it is easy to see that h is positive definite, 

since Q(V) > 0. Take tubular neighbourhoods of Mmin and Mmax in L. - -By comparing g and h on the tubular neighbourhoods, we see that h is 
positive definite (see [48; Theorem 4.1] for details). Q.E.D. 

We shall now discuss a couple of examples of L which satisfy Con
ditions A1 ) and A2 ) above. 

Let p: L -+ M be a holomorphic line bundle over a compact Kahler 
manifold M with a Hermitian metric h. We put 

t - l 
u(t) = a cos -- 0 

a 
with t - t E -- -( 1ra 1ra) 

0 2 ' 2 

and define the function U(l) by (6.1.2). Then we have 

l - t 
U(t) = a2 sin -- 0 + b 

a 

and l 0 is given by 

a2 sin lo = b. 
a 

for a> 0, 

Take a Kahler metric g0 on M and assume that each gt defined by 
(6.1.3) is positive definite. As before, we consider a Kahler metric g on 

L of the form (6.1.1) satisfying u(t) 2 = g(H, H). 
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Lemma 6.8. Let s be the norm of the Hermitian line bundle p: 
L-> M. Then on L, we have 

(6.8.1) 
(a 2 + b)s 2 + (b - a2 ) 

U~)=---s2_+_1 __ 

by replacing t( s) by t( cs) for some positive constant c if necessary. 

As our examples, we first consider the case of P 1-bundles. Let us 
assume that M admits an Einstein-Kahler metric g0 with Ric(g 0 ) = g0 

and that the holomorphic line bundle L has a Hermitian metric such 
that the eigenvalues of the Hermitian 2-form B with respect to g0 are 

all constant on M having the absolute values less than 1. Put L = 
P(l EB L) = P(L- 1 EB 1). Note that Land L- 1 are canonically imbedded 

as complex submanifolds of L so that L n L- 1 = i. 

Theorem 6.9 ([48]). Under the assumptions as above, we have 

c1 (L) > 0 and 

Moreover L admits an Einstein-Kahler metric if and only if :F0 (L) = 0. 

Proof. Put u(t) = cost (t E (-f, f )) and U(t) = sint. Then each 
gt = g0 - U(t)B is positive definite by our assumption. Consider a 

Kahler metric g on L of the form (6.1.1) satisfying u(t) 2 = g(H, H). By 

Lemma 6.8, the function U defined on the open subset L of L is extended 
to a C 00 function on L, which is also denoted by U, such that the range 
of U on the complex submanifold Lis [-1, 1) and the range of U on the 
complex submanifold L- 1 is (-1, l]. Now we claim that there are C 00 

functions fo: L -> IR, f 00 : L- 1 -> IR and Kahler forms ~ 1 , ~ 2 on M such 
that the Kahler form w9 on L can be written as follows: 

(6.9.1) 

Any C 00 function f O : L -> IR as in ( 6. 9 .1) must satisfy 

( 6.9.2) 2 d ( df0 ) 2u = -2u dt udt 
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by Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3. Since rp(U) = u2 and d/dt = u · d/dU, the 
equation (6.9.2) can be written as 

d ( ( d/0 ) 1 = - dU <p U) dU . 

Thus for some constant C E R, 

d/0 (U + C) 
dU rp(U) . 

Since rp(U) = u2 = cos2 t = 1 - sin2 t = 1 - U2 , we_ have 

dfo -1 
dU 1-U 

by setting C = 1, and thus / 0 = log(l - U). Since the range of U on the 
complex submanifold Lis [-1, 1), / 0 = log(l - U) is a c= function on 
L. By Lemma 6.3, we have 

~ ~ 1 d/0 1 d/0 
80:813/0 = -2u. Bo:/3. dt = -2Bo:/3. rp(U) du· 

Since rp(U) · df0 /dU = -(U + 1), we have 

dfo 
g0 - UB - rp(U) dUB = g0 + B, 

which is a Kahler metric on M by our assumption. Put ~ 1 = w90+B· 

Then 

In the same way, we have 

w9 = p*~ 2 - 2A8lif =, 

where ~ 2 = w90_B and /= = log(l + U). Since / 0 = log(l - U) = 

- log(s 2 + 1) + log 2, 

(6.9.3) 

Now the right-hand side of (6.15) is a Kahler form on a neighborhood 
of 0-section of p: L-+ M. Therefore we can extend g on L to a Kahler 
metric on L, and also to a Kahler metric on L- 1 similarly. Hence the 
metric g satisfies Condition Ai). Now we clainl that g also satisfies (1) in 
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Condition A2 ). More precisely, there is a C 00 function F(U) on [-1, 1] 
such that 

(6.9.4) 

By the proof of Lemma 6.5, (6.9.4) is equivalent to the equation 

d dF 
cp dU log(cpQ) + 2U + cp dU = 0. 

By solving this equation, we have 

J-2U 
F = -log(cpQ) + -;;- dU. 

Since cp(U) = 1- U2 , we have F = -1ogQ. Since Q(U) > 0 on [-1, 1], 

F is a C 00 function on [-1, 1] and hence F is a C 00 function on L. 

Therefore c1 (L) > 0. Q.E.D. 

Example 6.10 (cf. [71]). Let n 1 and n 2 be positive integers and 
L; be the tautological line bundle 0(-1) over the complex projective 
space IPn, of dimension ni for i = 1, 2. Denote by Pi: 1Pn1 x 1Pn2 -. IPn, 
the projection to the i-th factor. For given positive integers a and b, let 
L be the holomorphic line bundle on 1Pn1 x pn, given by 

L *L-a '°' *Lb = P1 1 'OI P2 2· 

Put L = IP(lEBL). If as; n 1 and b s; n2 , then L satisfies the assumptions 

of Theorem 6.9, and hence c1 (L) > 0 and 

Fo(L)= f 1 u(1+-a-u)n1 (1--b-u)n2 dU. 
}_1 n 1 +1 n 2 +1 

In particular, if n 1 = n 2 and a = b, then F0 ( L) = 0 ( cf. Proposition 2.8) 
and hence L admits an Einstein-Kahler metric. 

Example 6.11 (cf. (48]). Let N be a compact Einstein-Kahler 
manifold with a Kahler metric g0 such that Ric(g 0 ) = g0 and let LN 
be a holomorphic line bundle on N such that c1 ( L N) = ac1 ( N) with. 
0 < a < 1. Put M = N x N and let Pi: M -. N be the i-th projection 
for i = 1, 2. Let L be a holomorphic line bundle on M given by 

L *L -i *L =P1 N ©P2 N· 
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Then L = IP(l EB L) admits an Einstein-Kahler metric, since 

:Fo(L) = [ 1
1 U(l - aUt(l + aur dU = o, 

where n = dime N. 
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6.12. Now we discuss examples of L which are not IP1-bundles. 
Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle of rank r over a compact com
plex manifold N. The complex projective bundle IP(E) associated to 
E is defined as follows. Let C* act freely on E - (0-section) by scalar 
multiplication. Then IP( E) is the quotient complex manifold 

E - ( 0-section) / C*. 

Thus a point of IP(E) over x E N represents a complex line in the fiber 
Ex of E at x. We organize various spaces and maps by the following 
commutative diagram: 

IP(E) ...E--E - (0-section) '------+ E 
<p'--,, ,/r 

N 

Via the projection r.p: IP(E)---+ N, we pull back E to the induced vector 
bundle r.p* E over IP(E) of rank r. We define the tautological line bundle 
L(E) over P(E) as a subbundle of r.p* E as follows. The fiber L(E)e at 
~ E IP(E) is the complex line in E'PW represented by ( Note also that, if 

L is a holomorphic line bundle over N, we have L( E 0 L) = L( E) 0 r.p* L 
as holomorphic line bundles over IP(E 0 L) = IP(E). 

Our compact complex manifold Y can be obtained from the IP1-

bundle P(lEBL) by blowing down 0-section M1 of L to a compact complex 
manifold N 1 and oo-section M 2 of L to a compact complex manifold N 2 • 

More precisely, our manifold Y is constructed as follows. Let N1 , N 2 be 
compact complex manifolds and consider holomorphic vector bundles E 1 

of rank£+ 1 ~ 2 over N1 , E 2 of rank k + l ~ 2 over N 2 • We also assume 
that the total spaces IP(E1 ) and P(E 2 ) of projective bundles coincide as 
complex manifolds, which is denoted by M, and there are holomorphic 
line bundles L~ over N 1 and L; over N 2 such that the tautological line 
bundles L(E 1 &>Li -l) over IP(E1 &>Li -l) and L(E 2 @L;- 1 ) over P(E 2 0 

L; -l) satisfy L(E 1 0 Li -l )- 1 = L(E 2 0 L; -l ). More precisely, there is 
a holomorphic bundle isomorphism 
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L(E 1 © L~ -l)- 1 -----> L(E 2 © L;-1 ) 

compatible with the identification: 

We also consider the P 1-bundle 

over M = IP(E1 © L~ -l) = P(E 2 © L; - 1 ). Note that complex sub
manifolds M1, M 2 of X, defined by the 0-section of L(E 1 © L~ -l) and 
0-section of L(E 2 © L;- 1 ), are identified with M = P(E 1 © Li -i) and 
M = P(E 2 © L; -l) respectively. Now, we organize various spaces and 
maps by the following diagram: 

X P(l EB L(E 1 © Li - 1 )) P(L(E 2 0 L;- 1 ) EB 1) 

lp lp 
(6.13) M P(E 1 0 L~ -i) P(E 2 © L;- 1 ) 

1 ~1 1 ~. 
N1 N2 

Then the following lemma is a special case of results of Nakano [68], 
Fujiki and Nakano [24]. 

Lemma 6.14. There exist a compact manifold Y containing N1 , 

N2 as complex submanifolds and a holomorphic map <P: X -----> Y in such 
a way that ( X, <P) is a monoidal transform of Y with centers N1 , N 2 and 

that M 1 = P(E 1 0 Li - 1 ) = <P-1 (Ni), M 2 = P(E 2 © L;- 1 ) = <P-1 (N2 ) 

are the exceptional sets in X. 

Remark 6.15. (1) Note that, over a projective bundle P(E), the 
total space of the tautological line bundle L(E) is obtained from E by 
blowing up the 0-section of E in P(E). Note also that P(l EB L(E 1 © 

Li - 1 )) is obtained by gluing open complex submanifolds L(E 1 © Li - 1) 

and L(E 2 © L; -l) via the identification 

L(E 1 © L~ -l) n L(E 2 © L;-1) 

= L(E 1 © L~ -l) - (0-section) = L(E 2 © L; -l) - (0-section). 
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Thus Y is a union of the canonically imbedded open submanifolds E 1 @ 

L1 -l and E 2 @ L; -l with the intersection 

E '°' L' -l n E '°' L' -l 1'¢1 1 2'¢1 2 

= E 1 @ L~ -l - (0-section) = E 2 @ L; -l - (0-section), 

which is also identified with 

L(E 1 @ L~ -l) - (0-section) = L(E 2 @L;- 1) - (0-section). 

(2) In general, a compact Kahler manifold is not necessarily blown down 
to a Kahler manifold (ct'[65]). Therefore, we have to show that our Y 
is a Kahler manifold. Denote by E the open subset E - (0-section) of 
E. Then, in view of the identification E = L(E) := L(E) - (0-section), 
any Hermitian metric h 1 on E induces naturally a Hermitian metric h 
on L(E) by 

V, W E L(E)., = E<p(z)' 

for every x E P(E). Note here that, in general, fiber metrics on L(E) 
do not necessarily define Hermitian metrics on E, whereas there is a 
natural one-to-one correspondence between complex Finsler structures 
in E and Hermitian structures in L(E) (see [45]). 

Now, by setting a2 = (l + k + 2)/2 and b = (k - l)/2 in Lemma 6.8, 
we obtain the following: 

Lemma 6.16. Taking M to be a Kahler manifold, let N 1 , N 2 , 

E 1 , E 2 , LL L; and Y be as in (6.12), (6.13) and (6.14). We assume 
that there are Hermitian metrics h1 on E1 @L1 -l and h2 on E 2 @ L; -l 

such that, as functions on L(E 1 @ L1- 1 ) = L(E 2 @ L; - 1 ), the square 

of the Hermitian norm on L(E 2 @ L; -l) induced by h2 depends only 

on the square of the Hermitian norm on L = L(E 1 @ L1 -l) induced by 

h 1 . Assume further that we can construct a Kahler metric g on L as 
in Lemma 6.1. Moreover, choose the function t in such a way that the 
end points of the corresponding range (-(l + 1), k + 1) of U is given by 
l + 1 = rank E 1 = codimy N1 and k + 1 = rank E 2 = codimy N 2 , where 
codimensions are taken over C. Then the function U on the open subset 
L of the compact complex manifold Y extends to a C 00 function ( denoted 
also by U) on Y such that the range of U on the complex submanifold 
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E1 @ L~ -i is [-(e + 1), k + 1) and the range of U on E 2 @ L; -i zs 

(-(e+1),k+1J. 

We now seek the condition for the mertric g on L = L(E1 @L'-;-1 ) = 
0 1 
L(E 2 @ L'-; ) to be of the form 

for some Kahler forms ~i on N;, i = 1, 2, and some f0 , fx, E c=(i:,)IR, 
where we require both f O and f cxo to be able to depend on t alone. As 
to this, we can prove the following Lemmas by the same arguments as 
in the proof of Theorem 6.9. 

Lemma 6.17. Under the same assumption as in Lemma 6.16, 
suppose that the Kahler metric g0 on M = P(E 1 @L~ -l) = P(E 2 @L; -i) 
and the Hermitian form B on M satisfy the identities g0 + (e + l)B = 
!fJi • fl_1 and g0 - ( k + 1) B = !f)2 • f}_2 for some Kahler metrics f}_1 on N 1 and 

f}_2 on N 2 • Let ~i, i = 1, 2, be the Kahler form on Ni associated with fl_;. 

Then there are C 00 function f O : E 1 @L~ -i ----+ A and f 00 : E 2 @L; -l ----+ R, 
both depending on t alone, such that on L, 

Lemma 6.18. Under the same assumption as in Lemmas 6.16 
and 6.17, the Kahler metric g on L can be extended to a Kahler metric 
on the complex manifold Y, and therefore Y satisfies Condition A 1 ). 

We assume further that the eigenvalues of B with respect to g0 are 
constant on M, where we always regard B as a Hermitian form for the 
holomorphic tangent bundle T(M) of M. Note that the identities in 
the assumption for Lemma 6.17 implies that -(e + 1)- 1 , (k + 1)- 1 are 
both (global) eigenvalues of B with respect to g0 with multiplicity e, 
k, because !fJi • f}_1 , <p2 • f}_2 are positive semi-definite Hermitian forms of 

nullity e, k respectively. Thus the function Q(U) = q = det(g 01 gt) on 
L is expressible as 

( u )l ( u )k Q(U) = det(l - U g01 B) = 1 + e + l 1 - k + 1 Q1 (U) 

for some polynomial Q1 = Q1 (U) in U which is nowhere vanishing on 
[-(e + 1), k + 1]. We finally obtain 
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Theorem 6.19 (cf. [49]). Under the same assumptions as in Lem
mas 6.16 and 6.17, suppose that the eigenvalues of B with respect to g0 

are constant on M. Assume further that the Ricci tensor Ric(g 0 ) for the 
Kahler metric g0 on M is equal to g0 • Then the first chern class c1 (Y) 
of Y is positive and the Ricci form Ric(w9 ) for the Kahler metric fj on 
Y satisfies 

Ric(w9) - w9 = 2H88F 

for some C 00 function F = F(U) on [-(£ + 1), k + l]. Therefore fj 
satisfies (1) in Condition A 2 ). Moreover Y admits an Einstein-Kahler 
metric if and only if 

!k+l 

UQ(U) dU = 0. 
-(£+1) 

Several examples satisfying the assumptions in Theorem 6.19 will 
be given in Appendix. 

§7. Existence of Einstein-Kahler metrics II 

The purpose of this section is to give a brief survey of recent results 
of Siu [73], Tian and Yau [74, 75] on the existence of Einstein-Kahler 
metrics for del Pezzo surfaces and a special type of Fermat hypersurfaces. 

Let M be a compact complex connected manifold with c1(M) > 0 
and, as in §5, let K be the set of all Kahler forms in the de Rham coho
mology class 27rc1 (M)IR- For each w EK, we denote by iw the supremum 
of >.'sin R such that Ric(w) - ..\w is positive definite everywhere on M. 
Then 

is a biholomorphic invariant of M. Moreover, let £M be the moduli 
space 

{w EK; Ric(w) = w} 

of Einstein-Kahler forms on M. Then from the definition of 1M, we 
easily see the following: 

(1) 0 < IM :s; 1. 
(2) If £M-/- <P, then IM= 1. 

Note that, as remarked by Siu [73; (4.7)], there actually exists an M 
such that IM -/- 1. Let Mn be the set of all compact complex connected 
n-dimensional manifolds (modulo biholomorphisms) with positive first 
Chern class. For instance, complex surfaces in M 2 are called del Pezzo 
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surfaces. Now, we put -y(n) := inf 1'M and C(n) := sup c1(Mt[M], 
where the infimum and supremurn are taken over all M's in Mn. It 
then follows that: 

Theorem 7.1 (cf. Tian and Yau [75]). C(n) < +oo if and only 
if -y(n) > 0. 

Proof. In view ofMyers's theorem [67] and Bishop's inequality [11], 
"if' part follows easily from the fact that the uniform lower bound 
-y(n) > 0 of Ric(w) for w E K, yields a uniform upper bound of the 
total volume fMwn/n! (= {27rc1 (M)}n[M]/n!). Conversely, we assume 
C(n) < +oo. Then Matsusaka's big theorem (cf. Matsusaka [62], Kollar 
and Matsusaka [51]) allows us to choose positive integers r and s, de
pending only on C(n) and n, such that we have a projective embedding 
i: M '----4 ps(C) with i*G\:,.(l) = Kt-r. Let w EK, be the Kahler form 
on M obtained from ps ( C) by pulling back a constant multiple of the 
Fubini-Study form. Then via the estimate of appropriate Lelong num
bers (cf. [75; Theorem 5.3]), 

whenever Mis in Mn. Thus, -y(n) ~ (rn- 1c(n))- 1 > 0. Q.E.D. 

Let V', V", M', M" be compact complex connected manifolds. 
Then V' is called a complex analytic deformation of V" if there ex
ists a proper smooth morphism between complex connected manifolds 
such that V', V" are its fibres. Moreover, M' and M" are said to be 
of the same deformation type if there exist a finite number of complex 
connected manifolds Vo, V1 , ... , V m such that 

(1) Vo= M' and Vm = M"; 
(2) ½ is a complex analytic deformation of ½-i for 1 :::; i :::; m. 

We now recall the following conjecture in algebraic geometry: 

Conjecture 7;2. For each n, there are only a finite number of 
deformation types in Mn. 

This conjecture is true for n :::; 3. For instance, the case n = 3 fol
lows immediately from the classification of Fano threefolds by Iskovskih 
[39, 40], Mori and Mukai [66]. For n ~ 4, however, this is still open. 
Note that, by Matsusaka's big theorem (cf. [62], [51]), Mn consists of 
finite deformation types if and only if C(n) < +oo. Hence, in view of 
Theorem 7.1, the above conjecture is true if we can show the following: 
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Conjecture 7.3 (cf. Siu [73], Tian and Yau [75]). The inequality 
1 (n) > 0 holds for all n. 

Let us go back to our original study of Einstein-Kahler metrics. For 
d E l with 1 :S d ~ 9, let M2,d be the set of all compact complex con
nected surfaces M ( modulo biholomorphisms) satisfying both c1 ( M} > 0 
and c1(M}2[M] = d. For any positive integer r, let Sr be the set of all 
complex surfaces (modulo biholomorphisms) obtained from P2 (C) by 
blowing up r points no three of which are colinear and no six of which 
lie on a conic. Note that, for 1 :S r ~ 4, the set Sr consists of a single 
element. Now by the classification of compact complex surfaces, 

where 

M2,9 = {P 2 (C}}, 

M2,B = {P 1 (C} X P1 (C}} U S1, 

1 ~ d ~ 7. 

Clearly, both P2 (C) and P1(C} x P1(C) carry Einstein-Kahler metrics, 
while for M in S1 U S 2 , we have EM = </> by the non-vanishing of the 
corresponding Futaki's obstruction. Recently, Siu [73], Tian and Yau 
[74, 75] established the following existence results of Einstein-Kahler 
metrics: 

Theorem 7.4. (1) (cf. Siu [73], Tian and Yau [74, 75]). If ME 
S3 U S4, then EM i- <f>. 
(2} (cf. [73], [74, 75]}. For O < m E l, if M is a Fermat hyper-surface 

{ (zo : Z1 : · · ·: Zm+1) E pm+ 1(C); z::,~1 z/ = 0} of degree d = m or 
m + 1, then EM i- </>. 
(3) (cf. Tian and Yau [75]). If ME Ss U Ss, then EM :f. </J. 
(4) (cf. [75]}. When r E {6, 7}, we have EM i- </> for some ME Sr, 

The proof of this theorem, for instance, by Tian and Yau [74, 75] es
sentially depends on the estimate of appropriate Lelong numbers, though 
we do not give it here. Note that (3) above is not explicitly stated in 
[75]. However, one can easily deduce (3) from [75] as follows: If ME S5 , 

then M is written as a nonsingular complete intersection 
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where ai E C, 0 ::; i ::; 4, are such that ai I- ai whenever i I- j. Hence, 
by [75; Theorem 2.3], we have EM I- ¢>. Moreover, if M E S8 , then M 
always admits Bertini's involution 1 I- (J' E Aut(M) ( cf. Demazure [21; 
p. 68], Koitabashi [50]). Therefore, by [75; Theorem 4.2], we again have 
[ M I- ¢>. It is now quite plausible that the following conjecture is true: 

Conjecture 7.5. Whenever ME S 6 U S 7 , we have EM I-¢>. 

If this conjecture is affirmative, then in view of Theorem 7.4, one can 
easily show that a del Pezzo surface can carry an Einstein-Kahler metric 
only when the corresponding Futaki's obstruction vanishes. At present, 
however, this conjecture is neither disproved nor given an affirmative 
answer.* 

Appendix 

In this appendix, we give examples of Y satisfying the assumptions 
of Theorem 6 .19 ( cf. Example 12). Examples of L ( cf. Example 8) that 
account for Theorem 6.9 will also be given. 

We first recall known facts on compact simply connected homoge
neous Kahler manifolds, called Kahler C-spaces. Let II be a Dynkin 
diagram and II0 a subdiagram of II. The pair (II, II0 ) is said to be 
effective if II0 does not contain any irreducible component of II. Let 
I: be the root system with the fundamental root system II. Choose a 
lexicographic order > on I: such that the set of simple roots with re
spect to > coincides with II. Take a compact semi-simple Lie algebra 
gu with the root system I: and let t be a maximal abelian subalgebra 
of gu . Denote by g and Q the complexification of gu and t respectively. 
We identify a weight of g relative to the Cartan subalgebra Q with an 
element of Rt by the duality defined by the Killing form ( , ) of g. 
In particular, the root system I: of g relative to Q is a subset of At. 
Let { AaL,Err C At be the fundamental weights of g corresponding 
to II: 

2(Aa,f3) _ 8 
({3, {3) - a{3. 

Let 1::+ be the set of all positive roots and {II0 h the subgroup of At 
generated by II0 . Put I: 0 = I: n {II0 }z. We define a subalgebra u of g 
by 

*Note added in proof: We were recently informed that Tian solved Conjecture 
7.5 affirmatively. 
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where go: is the root space of g for o: E 1:. Let G be a simply connected 
complex Lie group whose Lie algebra is g , and let U be the connected 
(closed) complex Lie subgroup of G generated by u. Put M = G/U. 
Then it is known that the complex manifold M = G /U is compact, 
simply connected and admits a homogeneous Kahler metric. Let Gu be 
the compact connected subgroup of G generated by 9u· Put K = GunU. 
Then K is connected, Gu acts on M transitively and M = G /U = Gu! K 
as a smooth manifold. This homogeneous complex manifold M is said 
to be associated to the pair (II, II 0 ) of Dynkin diagrams. 

We define a subspace c of At by 

C = L RA"'. 
o:EII-II 0 

Then Ac coincides with the center of the Lie algebra e of K. We also 
define lattices Z of At and Z, of c by 

Z = {A E At I 2(~~,:/ is an integer for each o: E 1:} 

and 
Z, =Zn C. 

Let m be the orthogonal complement of e in 9u with respect to the 
Killing form ( , ); 9u = t + m. The subspace mis K-invariant under 
the adjoint action and identified with the tangent space T0 (M) of M at 
the origin o EM. Put 

We define K-invariant subspace m± of g by 

Then the complexification mC of m is the direct sum: 

me= m+ +m-. 

We denote by X -> X the complex conjugation of g with respect to the 
real form 9u· Then m'f = m±. We choose Ea: E 9a for o: E 1: with the 
following properties and fix them from now on: 
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Let {wa}aE'E be the linear forms on g dual to {EaLE'E' that is, linear 
forms defined by 

We define a cone c+ in c by 

c+ = { A E c I ( A, o:) > 0 for each o: E II - II0 } 

and put zt = Z n c+. Then we have 

Moreover, the cone c+ is characterized by 

c+ = {.X. E c I (.X.,o:) > 0 for each o: E ~!}. 

We define elements 8m, 8 of At by 

respectively. It is known that 28m E zt and 8 = LaEII Aa. Now we 
recall the following facts. 

Fact 1. Let M = G /U = Gu! K be the compact homogeneous com
plex manifold associated to an effective pair (II, II0 ) of Dynkin diagrams. 
Then we have the following: 

1) For A E c, 

( a.1) 

defines a Gu -invariant real covariant symmetric tensor field of degree 2 
on M, and the correspondence A ----+ g(.X.) gives a bijection from c+ to the 
set of Gu -invariant Kahler metrics on M. 

2) For the Kahler metric g corresponding to A E c+, the Kahler form 
w, the Ricci tensor Ric(g) and the Ricci form Ric(w) are given by 

(a.2) 



( a.3) 
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Ric(g)=2 I: (28rn,o:)w-"-w-a, 

aEE;;; 
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Fact 2. For each A E Z 0 there is unique holomorphic character 
XA of U such that 

XA ( exp H) = exp( A, H) for each H E fJ. 

Let LA denote the holomorphic line bundle on M associated to the prin
cipal bundle U ---> G ---> M by the character XA. The correspondence 
A ---> LA induces an isomorphism from Z, onto the group H 1 (M, O*) of 
all holomorphic line bundles on M. Moreover, under this isomorphism 
the subset - Zf corresponds to the set of all very ample holomorphic 
line bundles on M. The first Chern class c1 (LA) of LA contains unique 
Gu -invariant 2-form 

( a.5) 

onM. 

Let II be a Dynkin diagram and II0 a subdiagram of II such that 
II0 is of type Ae-i (II 0 = 0 if l = 1). Consider also a subdiagram II 1 of 
II such that II 1 contains Ila as a subdiagram and II 1 is of type Ae- Put 
I: 1 = I: n {IIi}z. We define a Lie subalgebra p of g by 

P = fJ + I: 9a· 
aEE 1 uE+ 

We denote by G /U, G / P the Kahler C-spaces associated to the pairs 
(II, II 0 ), (II, II 1 ) of Dynkin diagrams respectively. Put { o:0 } = II1 - II0 

and A0 = Aa E z. We define a subalgebra g(l) of p by 
0 

g(l) = fJ + I: 9a, 
aEE 1 

and let G(l) be the complex subgroup of G generated by g(l). Then 
there is an irreducible representation PA : G(l) ---> GL(VA ) of G(l) 

0 0 

with the highest weight A0 • The representation p A can be uniquely 
0 
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extended to an irreducible representation of P, which is also denoted by 
PA : p --> GL(VA ). Note that dime VA = e + 1. We denote by EA 

0 0 0 0 

the homogeneous vector bundle over G / P defined by the representation 
PA : P--> GL(VA ) and by P(EA ) the complex projective bundle over 

0 0 0 

G / P associated to the vector bundle EA . Then G acts on EA and 
0 0 

P(EA ) in natural ways and we have P(EA ) = G/U. Note that EA -
0 0 0 

(0-section) is a C*-bundle over P(EA ). Let L(EA ) be the tautological 
0 0 

line bundle over P( EA ) associated to the vector bundle EA over G / P. 
0 0 

Then we have an identification: 

EA - (0-section) = L(EA ) - (0-section). 
0 0 

Lemma 3. The tautological line bundle L(EA ) is the holomorphic 
0 

line bundle LA over P(EA ) = G/U associated to the principal bundle 
0 0 

U --> G --> G /U by the character XA of U. 
0 

Now we recall the following formula for the canonical line bundle 
of a projective bundle. Let r: E --> N be a holomorphic vector bundle 
of rank r over a complex manifold N and let KIP(E), KN denote the 

canonical line bundle on P(E), N respectively. Then 

KIP(E) = r*(KN 0 detE*) 0 L(Er 

where det E* denotes the holomorphic line bundle I\E*. Applying this 
formula to compute the first Chern class of P(EA ) = G/U, we have 

0 

Lemma 4. The element -26m E -Zf corresponding to the first 
Chern class c1 (P(EA )) of P(EA ) = G/U is given by 

0 0 

-26m = -(e + l)A 0 + I: -naAa for some na EN. 
aEII-II 1 

We now consider the triples (II, IIL II0 ), (II, IIi, II0 ) of Dynkin dia
grams which are one of the following: 

(a) The Dynkin diagram II is connected, II0 is a subdiagram of II 
and of type Al-l, and subdiagrams II1, IIi of II are of type AL containing 
II0 as a subdiagram. 

(b) The Dynkin diagram II has two connected components II(l) 
and II{2), and II0 is a subdiagram of II which has also two connected 
components II0 {1) of type AL-l and II0 (2) of type Ak-l. Subdiagram 
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IIi (resp. IIi) of II have also two connected components IIi{l) and IIi(2) 
(resp. IIi(l) and Ili(2)) satisfying the following conditions: 

(b-1) Ili(l) is a subdiagram ofII(l), of type Ae and contains II0 (1) 
as a subdiagram, and IIi(2) coincides with II0 (2). 

(b-2) IIi (2) is a subdiagram of II(2), of type Ak and contains II0 (2) 
as a subdiagram, and Ili(2) coincides with II0 (1). 

Example 5. The vertices contained in II0 , IIf - Ilo, II - IIf of a 
Dynkin diagram II are denoted by o, •, x for i = 1, 2 respectively. 

(a) 

(b) 

(II, IIL II0) x-e-0-0-0-0-x-x 

(II, IIi, II0) x-x-0-0-0-0-•-x 

(II, II~, II0) x-e-o-o-x x-0-0-0-x-x 

(II, IIi, II0) x-x-o-o-x x-0-0-0---x 

Put {o:0 (i)} = Ill - II0 and A0 (i) = A (.) for i = 1,2. We consider a 0 i 

Kahler C-spaces associated to pairs of Dynkin diagrams and IP1-bundles 
over Kahler C-spaces. 

Case (a) We denote by G/U, G/P 1 , G/P 2 the Kahler C-spaces as
sociated to the pairs (II, II0 ), (II, IID, (II, IIi) respectively, and by E 1 , 

E 2 the homogeneous vector bundles EA0 (l)' EA0 (2) over G/P 1 , G/P 2 

respectively. We have 

and L(E 1 ) = LA0 (1)' L(E 2 ) = LA0 ( 2) by Lemma 3. Put L1 = LA0 (1) 

and L 2 = LA0 ( 2 )" Let cp1 : M = G/U---> N 1 = G/ P 1 , cp2 : M = G/U---> 

N 2 = G/ P2 be the natural projections. Note that there are holomorphic 
line bundles L~ over N 1 = G / P1 and L; over N 2 = G / P2 such that 
cp1 • L~ = L 2 , cp2 * L; = L1 . We thus have 

Note also that the IP1-bundle X is given by IP(l EB L1 © £ 2 -l ). 

Case (b) We denote by Gi/U 1 , G 1 / P1 , GdU 2 , G2 / P2 the Kahler C
s paces associated to the pairs (II(l),II 0 (1)), (II(l), IIi{l)), (II(2), II 0 (2)), 
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(II(2), IIi(2)) respectively and by E 1 , E 2 the homogeneous vector bun
dles EA

0
(1)' EA

0
(z) over Gi/P 1 , G2 /P 2 respectively. We regard the vec

tor bundles E 1 over G1 / P 1 and E 2 over G2 / P2 as vector bundles over 
N 1 = Gi/ P 1 x G 2 /U 2 and N 2 = Gi/U 1 x G2 / P2 respectively, which are 
also denoted by E 1 and E 2 respectively. We have 

and L(E 1 ) = LA0 (1) and L(E 2 ) = LA0 ( 2) by Lemma 3. Put L1 = LA0 (1) 

and L2 = L Ao(z). Let 'Pi: M ---+ N 1 and '()2 : M ---+ N 2 be the natural 

projections. Note that there are holomorphic line bundles L~ over N 1 

and L; over N 2 such that r.p1 * L~ = L2 and 'Pz * L; = L 1 respectively. We 
thus have 

Note also that the P 1-bundle X is given by P(l EB L1 0 L 2 -l ). Put 
G = G1 x G2 and U = U1 x U1 • 

In cases ( a) and (b ), we call X the P 1 -bundle associated to the triples 
(II, IIL II0 ), (II, IIi, II0 ) of Dynkin diagrams. We also call Y obtained 
as in Lemma 6.16 the compact complex manifold obtained from X by 
blowing down associated to the triples (II, IIi, II0 ), (II, IIi, II0 ) of Dynkin 
diagrams. Note that in this case Y is almost homogeneous with respect 
to the complex Lie group G, since E 1 @L~ -l -(0-section) = L 1 @L 2 -I -

(0-section) is an open G-orbit in Y, and Y has a disconnected exceptional 
set which consists of two G-orbits N 1 , N 2 • Note also that N 1 , N 2 are 
Kahler C-spaces associated to the pairs (II, IID, (II, IIi) respectively. 

Theorem 6. Let (II, II~, II0 ) and (II, IIi, II0 ) be triples of Dynkin 
diagrams, X the P1 -bundle associated to these triples of Dynkin dia
grams and Y the compact complex manifold obtained from X by blowing 
down associated these triples of Dynkin diagrams. Then Y is a Kahler 
manifold with positive first Chern class. 

Proof. Let g0 be the Gu-invariant Kahler metric on 

corresponding to 87r(5m as in Fact 1. Since we are in Gu-invariant situa

tion, we can take Gu-invariant hermitian metrics h 1 on E 1 0 L'-;1 and 

h2 on E2 0 L1-; 1 so that the Gu-invariant hermitian metric h on the 
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homogeneous line bundle 

( ,-1) ( ,-1) L = L E 1 © L 1 = L E2 © L 2 

satisfies the first assumption of Lemma 6.16. Note also that the her
mitian 2-form Bon Mis Gu-invariant and corresponds to 41r(-A 0 (1} + 
A0 (2}} E c by Fact 2. Thus 9t = g0 - U(t)B is Gu-invariant and corre
sponds to 

41r{28m + U(t}(A 0 (1} - A0 (2}}, 

which is contained in '+ by Lemma 4, and hence the second assumption 
of Lemma 6.16 is satisfied. By Lemma 4, we also see that g0 + ( f + 1 )B = 
cp1 * !}_1 where !}_1 is a Gu-invariant Kahler metric on the Kahler C-space 

N1 associated to the pair (II,IID and g0 - (k + l}B = cp2 *fl_2 where !}_2 

is a Gu-invariant Kahler metric on the Kahler C-space N 2 associated to 
the pair (II, IIi), and hence the assumption of Lemma 6.17 is satisfied. 
Moreover the eigenvalues of B with respect to g0 are constant on M. 
Now, in view of Theorem 6.19, this finishes the proof. Q.E.D. 

Now let (II, II0 } be an effective pair of Dynkin diagrams and M = 
G /U the Kahler C-space associated to (II, II0 ). Consider the Einstein
Kahler metric g0 on G/U corresponding to 81rom E c+ with Ric(g 0 ) = g0 

and a holomorphic line bundle LA on G/U for A E Z, with a Gu
invariant hermitian metric. Note that a unique Gu-invariant form in the 
first Chern class c1(LA} is given by (a.5}. Let B be the Ricci tensor 
of LA which is the Gu-invariant hermitian form on M corresponding to 
-41rA E c. 

Lemma 7. Under the notations above, we have 

( ( _ 1 ) IT ( (A, a) ) Q x}=det 1-:z:g 0 B = 1+ (2om,at . 
aE:E;l; 

Let p be an automorphism of Dynkin diagram II such that p 2 = id 
and p -/- id. It is known that if II is irreducible and it admits such 
an automorphism p, then II is of type An(n ~ 2}, Dn(n ~ 4} or E 6 

(cf.[15]}. Note also that if II has two connected components II(l} = 
{a 1,···,an},II(2} = {,81 ,···,,Bn} and II(l},II(2} are isomorphic by the 
map a; -+ ,Bi, then the map p: II -+ II defined byp( ai) = ,B;, p(,B;) = 
a; (for each i} is such an automorphism of II, and from now on we con
sider this automorphism p exclusively in the case when a Dynkin dia
gram II is reducible. A pair (II, II0 ) of Dynkin diagrams is said to be 
admissible for p if p(II 0 } = II0 • 
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Lemma 8. Let {II, II0 ) be an admissible pair of Dynkin diagrams 
for an automorphism p and assume that A E Z, satisfies p(A) = -A. 
Then 

is an even function in x. 

Corollary 9. Let G/U be a Kahler C-space associated to an ad
missible pair {II,II 0 ) for p. Put 28m = I:aEII-IIa aaA 0 • Let LA be 

a holomorphic line bundle over G/U such that p(A) = -A and A = 
I:aEII-IIo b0 A 0 with lbal < a0 for each a: E II - II0 . Then the IP1-

bundle IP{l EB LA) over G/U admits an Einstein-Kahler metric. 

Example 10. In the following cases the P 1-bundle IP{l EB LA) 
over a Kahler C-space M = G/U admits an Einstein-Kahler metric. The 
vertices contained in II0 , II - II0 of a Dynkin diagram II are denoted by 
o, x respectively. 

(1) {II, II0 ) 

+---------+ 
p 

28m = 2(A0 + A0 ). Put A = A0 - A0 • Then p(A) = -A. In this 
1 2 1 2 

case M = SL(3,C)/B, where Bis a Borel subgroup of SL(3,C). 

(2) (II, II0 ) 

p 

(3) (II, II0 ) 

p 

28m = 2Aa +4A 0 +4A 0 +2A 0 • Put A = A0 -A 0 • Then p(A) = -A. 
1 a 5 e a 5 
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{4) {II, II0 ) 

28m = 4A"' + 2A"' + 2A"' . Put A= A"' -A"' . Then p{A) = -A. 
3 4 6 4 6 

(5) 

28m = 6A"' + 6Af3 . Put A= A"' - Af3 . Then p(A) = -A. 
3 3 8 3 

Now we consider triples {II, m, II0 ), {II, Iii, II0 ) of Dynkin diagrams. 
These triples are said to be admissible for an automorphism p of Dynkin 
diagram II if p(II 0 ) = II0 , and p(a:0 (1).) = a:0 (2). Note that the holo-

morphic line bundle L1 © L 2 -l = L(E 1 © Li -l) = L(E 2 © L; -l )- 1 over 
M = G/U is given by LA, where A= A0{1)-A 0 {2) and thus p(A) = -A. 

Corollary 11. Let (II, IIL II0 ), (II, Iii, Ilo) be admissible triples 
of Dynkin diagrams for p. Then both the P1 -bundle X associated to 
these triples of Dynkin diagrams and the compact complex manifold 
Y obtained from X by blowing down associated to these triples admit 
Einstein-Kahler metrics. 

Our compact Einstein-Kahler manifold Y may be homogeneous. We 
give a necessary condition for an Einstein-Kahler metric on L of the form 
{6.5.4) to be homogeneous. 

Theorem 12 ([49]). Under the assumption of Theorem 6.7, as
sume further that Ric(.g) = g. If g is Riemannian homogeneous, the 
following holds. 

{1) If the codimentions Dmin = Dmax = 1, then B = 0. 
(2) If one of the codimensions Dmax• Dmin is equal to 1 and the 

other > 1, then the non-zero eigenvalues of g01 B are all equal. 
{3) If both codimensions Dmin•Dm .. x > 1, then the number of dis

tinct non-zero eigenvalues of g01 B is 2. 

Corollary 13 {[49]). Under the same assumption as in Corollary 
9, if the number of elements in II - II0 ~ 3, then the Einstein-Kahler 
metric on Y is non-homogeneous. 
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(1) 

p 

Note that A = A0 - A0 • 
1 3 

(2) (II, II~, II0 ) 

Note that A = Aa - A0 • 
4 5 

o-•==>=x 
a1 a2 a3 

(3) (II, rrL II0 ) 1 1 1 P 
/31 /32 {33 

0---~ 

Note that A = A0 - A13 • 2 2 

(4) 

(II, IIL II 0 ) 

p 

Note that A = Aa - A0 • 
3 5 

p 

o-x~x 
a1 a2 a3 

(II, Ili, Il 0 ) 1 1 1 P 
/31 /32 /33 
o-.==7=X 

(II, Iii, Il 0 ) 

p 

Example 14. In the following cases the compact Kahler mani-
fold Y admits a non-homogeneous Einstein-Kahler metric. The vertices 
contained in II 0 , rrf - II0 , II - rrf of a Dynkin diagram II are denoted by 
o, •, x for i = 1, 2 respectively as before. 
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